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STATUS OF IN RE ROY BUTLER 
In re Roy Thinnes Butler 

CA Supreme Court No. S237014 

___Cal.App.4th___; CA1(2); A139411 

May 15, 2015 
   On April 10, 2017, the State filed their reply brief on the merits.  Since 
then, the only action has been several requests to file briefs of amicus 
curiae on behalf of both Butler and the State.  No oral argument date 
has been set. 
 

   For the record, the question on review is: Should the Board of Parole 
Hearings be relieved of its obligations arising from a 2013 settlement to 
continue calculating base terms for life prisoners and to promulgate 
regulations for doing so in light of the 2016 statutory reforms to the 
parole suitability and release date scheme for life prisoners, which now 
mandate release on parole upon a finding of parole suitability?  (In re 
Butler (July 27, 2016, A139411) [nonpub. order]) 

 

PAROLE DENIAL BASED UPON PETITIONER’S           
BEHAVIOR DURING THE HEARING IS UPHELD  

In re Richard London 

CA1(2); A147314  

April 26, 2017 
   This writer has often spoken of an unwritten standard for gaining a grant 
of parole, namely establishing a “warm and fuzzy” with the Panel during 
the hearing.  This wholly undocumented determinant – nowhere chroni-
cled in the Title 15, Div. 2 regulations – became the focal point of the 
Board in its April 2014 denial of parole to Richard London.  Specifically, the 
Board did not deny parole because of the crimes, but rather denied parole 
solely because of its observations of London’s behavior during the hear-
ing.  That is, by his behavior observed by the Panel during the hearing, the 
Panel determined that not only did it not have a “warm and fuzzy” feeling 
towards London, but rather it became convinced that he remained an un-
reasonable risk of danger to society.  This unfortunate result gives guid-
ance today to all parole candidates on how to better prepare themselves 
for the admittedly stressful experience of a hearing, in order to prevent 
“falling apart” and thereby raining on their own parade. 

 

   London, now 67, and incarcerated since 1970, has long since served the 
time for the two murders he was convicted of.  In addition, he has served 
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the added time for in-prison drug-related charges since then.  But despite 
this and his now senior-citizen status, he has apparently not adequately 
mellowed over time so as to convince a Panel that he is ready for release. 

 

   London conceded he was involved in one of the two murders, but de-
nied his involvement in the other.  He is not legally required to admit the 
latter, and the Board knew this.  But when denying his involvement, and 
in relating to his criminal past, he reacted during the hearing in such a 
way as to focus the Panel’s attention not on his crimes, but on his pre-
sent ability to resolve conflict in a non-violent manner – the very essence 
of parole suitability. 

 

   In this record, there are several poignant summaries.  One is by the FAD 
psychologist; a second is the opinion of the Superior Court in denying his 
first habeas petition.  Finally, the Court of Appeal – giving London the 
benefit of the doubt by not procedurally barring his writ petition for tech-
nical lateness – clearly reinforced the lower court’s and Board’s findings.  
These summaries are reported below to aid all parole candidates, when 
preparing for Board hearings, to take a deep breath and recognize that 
what the Board seeks is persons it is unquestionably comfortable with in 
putting back on the streets. 
 

   The psychologist’s report to the Board was qualified. 
 

Mr. London represents a moderate or average 
risk of violence. . . .  While incarcerated, he has 
received a variety of RVRs [Rule Violation Re-
views] . . . , including a 2011 RVR for Conspira-
cy to Introduce a Controlled Substance for 
Purpose of Distribution.  The 2011 RVR does 
not represent Mr. London’s first time being 
found guilty of involvement in such activity (as 
he received a 1996 RVR for Trafficking Posses-
sion of Drugs, for example).  The 2011 RVR 
suggests that while he has decreased his impulsivity over the 
years, he has remained criminally oriented in his willingness to en-
gage in antisocial forms of behavior, and his insight into the factors 
that have continued to motivate him in this manner appears to be 
lacking . . . .  Furthermore, he has also established what is now a 
long-term pattern of attempting to discredit those who have pro-
vided negative information about him . . . that suggests an under-
lying hostility towards those he deems a threat, and he appears to 
lack insight into this issue as well.    

 

   The 2014 Panel came down hard on London in it’s denial decision. 

 

[W]e find you do pose a current unreasonable risk of danger to 
society, threat to public safety, and you’re not eligible for parole. . 
. .  You know, Mr. London . . . .  [I]f I had any thoughts of letting 
you out, your closing statement at the end convinced me that that 
absolutely was the wrong decision.  Your face was red.  You were 
waving your arms.  You were blaming the District Attorney for  
                                          ... Cont. pg 4 
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***** EDITORIAL 
 

     Public Safety and Fiscal Responsibility 
             www.lifesupportalliance.org 

THE TRUTH 

A large part of our mission at LSA/CLN is education: educating the public and legislators on the reali-

ties of lifers, educating lifers on what the board expects of them and how to achieve those expecta-

tions, and educating families on the realities and practicalities of dealing with CDCR and life sentenc-

es.  It’s a role we’ve gladly taken on, but at times, what we’re facing troubles even us. 

More times than we can count we’ve spent considerable time explaining just what a life sentence 

means to parents who can’t understand why their son/daughter, sentenced to “X” number of years to 

life, and who has been incarcerated “X+10” still hasn’t been paroled.  Yes, we understand the parents 

want their child home (grandma is dying, we’re getting older, could use the help, we miss him, he’s 

done ‘enough time’ are some of the pleas we hear).  But let’s face it; those issues are the least of the 

board’s concern.   

So, we go through the litany of what’s required to be found suitable, often asking about RVR history, 

only to be told, “well, he said he got a write up but it wasn’t important.”  That sets out alarm bells shak-

ing.   

What’s he been doing in programming, what self-help groups or ILTAGs is he participating in?  Dunno.  

Hmmm.  Did he have enhancements to his sentence? Don’t know.  What’s his point level right now?  

What points?  Now the bells are starting to ding audibly. 

When was his last hearing, how long was he denied and for what reasons?  No idea what we’re asking 

about.  Have you read the transcripts of his hearing?  Oh, we’d never invade his privacy like that! 

(News flash~transcripts are public record, available to anyone, reading them is not an invasion of pri-

vacy.) By now the alarm bells are ear-splitting. 

And then there are the calls from newly-minted fiancés, sometimes even wives, who, when asked the 

same questions, don’t have any information.  Our basic question is, is he a lifer?  What was his sen-

tence, and for what crime and how long has he been in?  

The number of times we’re met with total lack of information, expect perhaps, ‘whatever it was, he did-

n’t do it’ is staggering, and, frankly more than bit troubling.  Are there many inmates in prison from 

crimes they didn’t do?  Yes, but most, especially lifers, bear some culpability in the crime.   

Is it the family/fiancé who has their collective heads in the sand?  Perhaps.  But it starts with honesty 

and transparency from the prisoner(s) in question.  Families are the outsiders in CDCR lexicon—they 

can only find out so much.  They depend on you to tell them the truth. 

And, why wouldn’t you?  These, after all, are the people who love you and want to help you the most.  

They deserve your honesty, your trust.  And they can’t help you unless you give them both of those.   
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The next time you send your family and/or spouse off to contact LSA/CLN for information or help, realize 

that unless we have good information we can’t give them the best advice, and unless they have good 

information, none of it will make sense anyway.  Be honest, be open; tell them the truth.  All of it. 

Because it all comes down to this: if you can’t bring yourself to be honest, truthful with your family and 

friends (and advocates like us, who are on your side), how will you be able to be honest and open with 

the BPH?  And that, truth, is the basis of suitability.   

Talk to your supporters, honestly.  Tell them the facts, admit the situation you’re in, how you got there, 

and what you’re prepared to do to put yourself in a better spot.    

It starts with the truth, and moves on from there.  Give us, your family and friends, some credit. We can 
take it.  After all, we love the person, not the crime. 

...from pg 2 

things that she merely was talking about, as far as what 
information that she had.  You didn’t focus on why you 
were suitable.  You spent your closing argument attack-
ing the District Attorney.  I have never seen a person 
support a Risk Assessment more than your actions to-
day.  And I’m not talking current.  I’m talking now, to-
day, in this hearing. . . .  Well, you’re definitely not in-
sightful because we watched it play itself out in front of 
everyone here in this room.  You attack those that you 
consider a threat, and that makes you dangerous. . . .  
And I must have heard you say uncountable times how 
honest you are.  I don’t believe you.  I don’t believe you 
at all. . . .  Your actions are inconsistent with what you 
claim to be the truth.”  ... 

 

The presiding commissioner advised London:  “You 
are currently an unreasonable risk of danger to soci-
ety just based on your attitude and the other factors 
that we mentioned today. . . .  I will tell you, until 
you learn to recognize those internal factors that 
you have, you really have to see what we saw when 
you were giving your little tirade at the end.  Your 
arms were moving around.  Your face was red.  Your 
voice was elevated.  You were leaning forward.  You 
were angry.  You kept on looking over at the DA.  
Your behavior was 100 
percent inappropriate 
for a parole hearing.  I 
don’t think I’ve ever, 
and I’ve been doing 
this for a long time, 
ever seen anybody 
decompress like that . 
. . .  You got a lot of 
work to do, Mr. Lon-
don.” 

 

 

   The Superior Court, after reciting legal standards for 
review of parole denial decisions, focused on the 
“some evidence” determination in the record before 
it. 

 

Petitioner challenges the factors reviewed by 
the Board in determining him unsuitable for pa-
role.  As the Board specifically did not re1y on 
his commitment offense, the Board’s focus on 
petitioner’s incarceration history and behavior 
at the hearing provide some evidence of his cur-
rent dangerousness.  Further, petitioner refers 
to Lawrence factors, which are irrelevant be-
cause the Board did not rely on his commitment 
offense. 

 

The Court [of Appeal] found ‘a denial of parole 
is appropriate when there is an unreasonable 
risk that the prisoner, if paroled will commit an-
tisocial acts.’  (In re Reed (2009) 171 Cal.App.4th 
1071, 1081-1082.)  When reviewing any unsuita-
bility factors based upon an immutable factor, 
like prior criminal history, the Board must 
demonstrate that those facts support the ulti-
mate conclusion ‘that the inmate continues to 
pose an unreasonable risk of [danger] if re-
leased on parole.’  ([(In re] Criscione [(2009)] 
180 Cal.App.4th [1446,] 1459 citing Lawrence, 
supra, 44 Cal.4th at p. 1221.)  ‘[T]he unexcep-
tional nature of the commitment offense will 
not inevitably reflect a lack of current danger-
ousness without due consideration of the in-
mate’s postconviction actions and progress to-
wards rehabilitation.’  (Lawrence, supra, 44 
Cal.4th at p. 1218.) 

 

Although the Board did not rely on the commitment 
offense in denying petitioner parole, it did note specifi-
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cally that petitioner has not gained the requisite insight 
into his criminal behavior and criminal mindset.  Nu-
merous courts have recognized that an inmate’s mini-
mization of his or her conduct can be a significant pre-
dictor of his or her future behavior.  [Citations.] 

 

The Board noted that petitioner’s unstable social histo-
ry was demonstrated in his involvement in gangs prior 
to and in the beginning of incarceration and institu-
tional misconduct as recently as 2011.  The Board high-
lighted petitioner’s behavior during the hearing and 
compared it with the psychological report, which spe-
cifically noted that petitioner discredits those who 
identify negative information regarding petitioner.  
Petitioner engaged in criminal behavior as recently [as] 
20l1, his most recent . . . for operating a private store 
within the prison.  The Board concluded that petitioner 
has neither taken appropriate steps to understand his 
criminal mindset nor taken responsibility for his crimi-
nal behavior.  While the life crime is immutable and 
the Board found it relatively insignificant for the denial 
of parole, the Board highlighted petitioner’s lack of 
insight and credibility throughout the hearing, as well 
as his anger, during the hearing as probative on the 
issue of current dangerousness.  This is some evidence 

sufficient to support the denial of parole. 
 

   The Court of Appeal, independently reviewing the 
record, also found “some evidence.” 

 

The psychologist concluded that London was a 
moderate risk of reoffending if paroled.  That con-
clusion in the written report is itself “some evi-
dence.”  So is the psychologist’s conclusion that 
London “remain[s] criminally oriented in his will-
ingness to engage in antisocial forms of behavior,” 
as well as displaying “hostility” to those who op-
pose or frustrate him.  London virtually vindicated 
these predictions at the hearing before the Board.  
(See Commissioner Pecks’s remark:  “You attack 
those that you consider a threat, and that makes 
you dangerous.”)  London’s inability to control his 
emotions, in a setting where it was in his self-
interest to do so, was fatal to his claim that he had 
insight into his anger.  His “tirade” before the 
Board was even more lethal to his professed abil-
ity to resist provocation if released.  His conduct is 
additional “some evidence.”  And, contrary to Lon-
don’s argument, it is hard to imagine evidence 
which could be more “relevant and reliable” proof 
“of current dangerousness” than the hostile and 
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aggressive behavior the Board had just observed 
moments before making its decision. 

 

The Board’s reliance on this latter consideration is 
conclusive proof that the Board was making a de-
termination individualized to London, a determina-
tion based upon, in [Superior Court] Judge Chan’s 
phrasing, “some evidence relevant to the factors 
the Board is required to consider.”  (In re Shaputis, 
supra, 53 Cal.4th 192, 210.)  Moreover, we note 
that the Board’s categorical disbelief of London is 
tantamount to discounting the evidence favorable 
to him in toto.  With due regard for the Board’s 
wide discretion, this record presents no basis for 
overturning the Board’s decision as lacking the req-
uisite evidentiary support. 

 

   The Court of Appeal also rejected London’s legal 
claim that he had served way more time than was 
proportionate for his 7-life terms. 

 

He contends his “adjusted base term of fifteen 
years reflects his culpability for the crime, yet he 
has served well over double that amount.  Parole 
denial means London will serve 41 years,” making 
him the victim of “a disproportionate [and] exces-
sive sentence” that is violative of the California 
Constitution’s ban on cruel or unusual punish-
ment.  However, as the Supreme Court, and this 
court, have made clear, parole release of indeter-
minate life inmates is premised upon the inmate 
being deemed suitable for release.  (See In re Dan-
nenberg, supra, 34 Cal.4th 1061, 1081–1083; In re 
Butler (2015) 236 Cal.App.4th 1222, 1234–1235.)  
And we stressed that the base and adjusted base 
terms represent only “an approximation of the 
punishment the Board deems proportionate to 
the particular prisoner’s offense,” but neither 
“necessarily represent[s] the maximum punish-
ment that may constitutionally be imposed on a 
prisoner.”  (In re Butler, supra, at pp. 1243, 1235.)  
Thus, we cannot agree with London’s implicit 
premise that the mere number of years of incar-
ceration is dispositive. 

   The Court of Appeal concluded that there was no 
constitutional violation of London’s rights, and denied 
relief. 
 

And we have just upheld the Board’s conclusion 
that his release poses a danger to public safety.  
No constitutional violation is shown by these cir-
cumstances.  We therefore reject his claim that 

“as [he] has already 
served a disproportion-
ate sentence, he must 
be released,” relief 
which in any event we 
could not order.  (See In 
re Prather (2010) 50 
Cal.4th 238, 258.) 

  

The petition is  de-
nied. 

 

   CDC prisons offer a wide variety of self-help pro-
grams aimed at allowing a seasoned prisoner the op-
portunity to learn techniques of non-violence.  The 
Board, in granting paroles, frequently refers to a lifer’s 
demonstrated change over the years from an initial 
posture of irascibility to one of mature dealing with 
conflict.  All lifers, when facing the Board, should es-
tablish the mind set that the purpose of this hearing is 
to show that you have become the rational; the cool, 
calm and collected; the good listener, needed to sur-
vive the challenges of being back in today’s world.  

 

YOUTH OFFENDER LIFER, WHEN FOUND SUITA-
BLE FOR PAROLE, IS NOT REQUIRED TO SERVE 

CONSECUTIVE (“THOMPSON”) TERM FOR 
YOUTHFUL IN-PRISON OFFENSE 

 

In re Gilbert Trejo 

___Cal.App.5th___; CA1(2); A149064 

April 13, 2017 
   In this novel case, a lifer found suitable for parole 
under youth offender parole provisions (PC § 3051) 
was entitled to release when parole became effective, 
notwithstanding a consecutive four-year term im-
posed for an in-prison offense.  Importantly, the Court 
of Appeal’s holding does not apply to other lifers who 
were not youthful offenders at the time of their life 
and subsequent in-prison crimes. 

 

This case presents the question whether a “youth 
offender” sentenced to a term of 15 years to life for an 
offense committed when he was 17 years old and 
found suitable for release on parole pursuant to the 
youth offender parole provisions of Penal Code section 
3051 must, before being released, serve a consecutive 
sentence imposed for a crime committed in prison at 
age 20.  We conclude that the decision of the Board of 
Parole Hearings requiring petitioner to serve the con-
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secutive term after being granted parole, and its imple-
mentation by the Department of Corrections and Reha-
bilitation, were erroneous. 

 

   [As an initial attack, the State argued that Trejo’s pe-
tition should be procedurally denied for failure to have 
exhausted administrative remedies.  However, the 
Court denied this, noting that the decision under ques-
tion was one made by the BPH, not CDC, and that the 
BPH had no administrative remedy procedure to ex-
haust.] 
 

   The Court of Appeal summarized the history of the 
case. 
 

In 1980, petitioner was convicted of second degree 
murder (Pen. Code, § 187) and sentenced to a prison 
term of 15 years to life.  The offense was committed 
in 1979, when petitioner was 17 years of age.  In 
1982, at age 20, while incarcerated at San Quentin 
State Prison, he pled guilty to assault with a deadly 
weapon on a peace officer (§ 245) and possession of a 
deadly weapon by a prisoner (§ 4502).  He was sen-
tenced to the aggravated term of four years on the 
possession count, to be served consecutively to his 
life sentence; execution of a five-year sentence was 
stayed on the assault count.  
  
On June 5, 2015, after serving 35 years in prison, peti-
tioner was found suitable for parole as a youthful 
offender under section 3051.  The Board of Parole 
Hearings (Board) panel noted that he was eligible for 
parole subject to review by the Board and the Gover-
nor, and that he was still required to serve his “In re 
Thompson term” [In re Thompson (1985) 172 
Cal.App.3d 256] —the consecutive four-year term for 
the 1982 in-prison offense.  

  

The decision to grant petitioner parole became effec-
tive on November 2, 2015.  His earliest possible re-
lease date was calculated to be November 2, 2018.  
Petitioner represents that his release date has since 
been recalculated as November 2, 2017, based on a 

correction in his credit earning sta-
tus.   

 

On June 6, 2016, petitioner filed a 
petition for writ of habeas corpus 
in the Marin County Superior Court 
challenging the legality of his incar-
ceration beyond November 2, 
2015.  Petitioner argued that the 

Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation 
(Department) was required by section 3046, subdivi-
sion (c), and section 3051 to release him on Novem-
ber 2, 2015, upon the conclusion of his indeterminate 
sentence, and to reduce his parole period by the 
amount of time he has served since November 2, 
2015.   

 

The trial court denied the petition on July 27, 2016, 
concluding that section 3051 does not exempt a 
youthful offender granted parole from serving a con-
secutive sentence for an offense committed in prison 
as required by section 1170.1, subdivision (c), which 
provides that a consecutive sentence for an in-prison 
offense “shall commence from the time the person 
would otherwise have been released from prison.”  

  

Petitioner filed his petition for writ of habeas corpus 
in this court on August 18, 2016, alleging that section 
1170.1, subdivision (c), does not apply to the present 
case because, since his in-prison offense was com-
mitted before he was 23 years old, he was entitled to 
release at the end of his indeterminate sentence pur-
suant to section 3051, subdivision (d).   

 

   The predicate of this Court’s ruling was grounded in 
recent U.S. Supreme Court jurisprudence giving unique 
consideration for youth offenders. 
 

In a series of cases, the United States Supreme 
Court has recognized that “children are constitu-
tionally different from adults for purposes of sen-
tencing” because, due to their “diminished culpabil-
ity and greater prospects for reform, . . . ‘they are 
less deserving of the most severe punishments.’ 
”  (Miller v. Alabama (2012) 567 U.S. ___, ___ [132 
S.Ct. 2455, 2464] (Miller), quoting Graham v. Florida 
(2010) 560 U.S. 48, 68 (Graham).)  The Eighth 
Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual 
punishment “encompasses the ‘foundational princi-
ple’ that the ‘imposition of a State’s most severe 
penalties on juvenile offenders cannot proceed as 
though they were not children.’  (Miller, [at p.] ___ 
[132 S.Ct. at p. 2466].)  From this principle, the high 
court has derived a number of limitations on juve-
nile sentencing:  (1) no individual may be executed 
for an offense committed when he or she was a ju-
venile (Roper v. Simmons (2005) 543 U.S. 551,] 
578); (2) no juvenile who commits a nonhomicide 
offense may be sentenced to LWOP (Graham, su-
pra, 560 U.S. at p. 74); and (3) no juvenile who com-
mits a homicide offense may be automatically sen-
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tenced to LWOP (Miller, at p. ____ [132 S.Ct. at p. 
2460]).”  (People v. Franklin (2016) 63 Cal.4th 261, 
273–274 (Franklin).) 

 

   The Court noted that the California Legislature had 
modified state law to conform with the above USSC 
decisions. 
 

Section 3051 was enacted to address these 
principles.  The Legislature stated its intent in 
enacting Senate Bill No. 260, which added sec-
tion 3051 and amended sections 3041, 3046, 
and 4801:  “The purpose of this act is to estab-
lish a parole eligibility mechanism that provides 
a person serving a sentence for crimes that he 
or she committed as a juvenile the op-
portunity to obtain release when he or 
she has shown that he or she has been 
rehabilitated and gained maturity, in 
accordance with the decision of the 
California Supreme Court in People v. 
Caballero (2012) 55 Cal.4th 262 and 
the decisions of the United States Su-
preme Court in Graham[, supra,] 560 
U.S. 48, and Miller [, supra, 567 U.S. 
____ [132 S.Ct. 2455]]. . . .  It is the intent of the 
Legislature to create a process by which growth 
and maturity of youthful offenders can be as-
sessed and a meaningful opportunity for re-
lease established.”  (Stats. 2013, ch. 312 (Sen. 
Bill No. 260), § 1.)  

 

[Fn: The amendment of section 3041 by Senate 
Bill No. 260 did not directly address youth 
offenders.  Section 3041 was further amended 
in 2015, effective January 1, 2016, to add subdi-
vision (a)(4), prohibiting release of an inmate 
prior to his or her minimum eligible parole date 
as set pursuant to section 3046 “unless the in-
mate is eligible for earlier release pursuant to 
his or her youth offender parole eligibility 
date.”  (Stats. 2015, ch. 470 (Sen. Bill No. 230), 
§ 1.)] 

 

Section 3051 provides that an offender convict-
ed of a “controlling offense” committed before 
he or she was 23 years old, [fn: As originally 
enacted, section 3051 referred to offenses com-
mitted before the offender was 18 years old.  
The age was raised to 23 years by an amend-
ment that became effective on January 1, 2016.  
(Stats. 2015, ch. 471 (Sen. Bill No. 261), § 1.)] 

for which he or she receives a determinate sen-
tence, becomes eligible for release on parole 
“during his or her 15th year of incarceration, 
unless previously released pursuant to other 
statutory provisions” (§ 3051, subd. (b)(1)); 
when the sentence for the controlling offense is 
a life term of less than 25 years to life, such an 
offender becomes eligible for parole during the 
20th year of incarceration (§ 3051, subd. (b)(2)); 
and when the sentence for the controlling 
offense is 25 years to life, the offender becomes 
eligible for parole during the 25th year of incar-
ceration (§ 3051, subd. (b)(3)).  “ ‘Controlling 
offense’ means the offense or enhancement for 

which any sentencing court im-
posed the longest term of impris-
onment.”  (§ 3051, subd. (a)(2)(B).) 

 

Section 3051 requires the Board to 
conduct a “youth offender parole 
hearing” that provides “a meaning-
ful opportunity to obtain release” 
and, among other things, assesses 
the offender’s “growth and maturi-

ty.”  (§ 3051, subd. (d), (e), (f)(1).)  “At the 
youth offender parole hearing, the board shall 
release the individual on parole as provided in 
Section 3041, except that the board shall act in 
accordance with subdivision (c) of Section 
4801.”  (§ 3051, subd. (d).)  Section 3041 sets 
forth the procedures for setting parole release 
dates, and section 4801, subdivision (c), re-
quires the Board, in reviewing suitability for 
parole, to “give great weight to the diminished 
culpability of juveniles as compared to adults, 
the hallmark features of youth, and any subse-
quent growth and increased maturity of the 
prisoner in accordance with relevant case law.”  

  

“[A]n inmate found suitable for parole pursuant 
to a youth offender parole hearing as described 
in Section 3051 shall be paroled regardless of 
the manner in which the board set release 
dates pursuant to subdivision (a) of Section 
3041, subject to subdivision (b) of Section 3041 
and Sections 3041.1 and 3041.2, as applica-
ble.”  (§ 3046, subd. (c).) 

 

   Trejo argued that the statutory scheme demon-
strates the Legislature intended a youth offender to 
be released from prison if granted parole after serving 
the term specified in section 3051, subdivision (b), for 
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his or her controlling offense, regardless of any other 
sentence the inmate otherwise would have had to 
serve.  He pointed in particular to section 3046, subdi-
vision (c), which provides that a finding of parole suit-
ability pursuant to section 3051 prevails over any pa-
role determination made pursuant to section 3041, 
subdivision (a), and section 3051, subdivision (h), es-
tablishing the exceptions to application of section 
3051. 

 

   Importantly for CLN readers, this youth-
ful offender consideration has notable ex-
clusions for specified serious/violent 
Three Strike offenders, LWOPs, and those 
whose additional crime [requiring malice 
aforethought] was committed after 
attaining age 23. 
 

Section 3051 expressly excludes certain in-
mates:  “This section shall not apply to cases in 
which sentencing occurs pursuant to Section 
1170.12, subdivisions (b) to (i), inclusive, of Sec-
tion 667 [Three Strikes], or Section 667.61 
[specified sex offenses], or in which an individu-
al was sentenced to life in prison without the 
possibility of parole.  This section shall not ap-
ply to an individual to whom this section would 
otherwise apply, but who, subsequent to 
attaining 23 years of age, commits an additional 
crime for which malice aforethought is a neces-
sary element of the crime or for which the indi-
vidual is sentenced to life in prison.”  (§ 3051, 
subd. (h).) 

 

   Applying the unique facts of this case to the law, the 
Court found that Trejo’s age at the time of his life 
offense and his age at the time of his subsequent in-
prison offense saved his bacon. 

 

None of the exceptions stated in section 3051, 
subdivision (h), apply to petitioner:  He was not 
sentenced pursuant to the Three Strikes law or 
section 667.61 or to a term of life in prison 
without possibility of parole, and his in-prison 
offense was committed before he reached 23 
years of age and neither involved malice afore-
thought nor resulted in a life sentence.  Relying 
upon “ ‘the maxim of statutory construction, 
expressio unius est exclusio alterius, if exemp-
tions are specified in a statute, [a court] may 

not imply additional exemptions unless there is 
a clear legislative intent to the contrary’ 
” (People v. Oates (2004) 32 Cal.4th 1048, 1057, 
quoting Sierra Club v. State Bd. of Forestry 
(1994) 7 Cal.4th 1215, 1230), petitioner argues 
he was entitled to release upon being granted 
parole on his controlling offense without having 
to serve additional time for his in-prison 
offense. 

 

   The Court further explained the youth age factor 
exclusion found here. 

 

The text of section 3051 does not support respond-
ent’s assumption that the statute applies only to 
sentences imposed for crimes committed before a 
youth offender is incarcerated.  In fact, the text indi-
cates the opposite.  Section 3051 provides for pa-
role suitability review for inmates whose 
“controlling offense” was committed before he or 
she was 23 years old.  (§ 3051, subd. (a)(1).)  As we 
have said, “controlling offense” is defined as “the 
offense or enhancement for which any sentencing 
court imposed the longest term of imprison-
ment.”  (§ 3051, subd. (a)(2)(B), italics added.)  In 
ascertaining the intent of the Legislature, we give 
the words of a statute their ordinary meaning.  
(People v. Broussard (1993) 5 Cal.4th 1067, 1071.)  
“Any” means “one, some, or all indiscriminately of 
whatever quantity.”  (Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
online <https://www.merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/any> [as of Apr. 14, 2017].)  By referring 
to the longest term of imprisonment imposed by 
“any” sentencing court, the Legislature indicated its 
intent that the controlling offense used to deter-
mine a youth offender’s parole hearing date under 
section 3051 be selected from all sentences im-
posed upon that offender, regardless of whether 
they were imposed in one or a number of proceed-
ings or cases.  “Any sen-
tencing court” is open-
ended:  Nothing in sec-
tion 3051 suggests the 
only sentences to be 
considered are those 
imposed before the 
offender was incarcer-
ated, as long as the 
controlling offense—
the one for which the 
longest sentence was 
imposed—was committed before the offender was 
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23 years old. 
 

The exceptions stated in subdivision (h) of section 
3051 also show that the Legislature intended section 
3051 to apply to at least some in-prison offenses. Sub-
division (h) of section 3051 excludes from application 
of the statute youth offenders who “subsequent to 
attaining 23 years of age” commit “an additional 
crime for which malice aforethought is a necessary 
element or for which the individual is sentenced to 
life in prison.”  The statute does not exclude offenders 
who commit the specified additional offenses before 
age 23.  Such additional offenses will necessarily be 
committed in prison, since the earliest eligibility for 
parole offered under section 3051 is during the 15th 
year of incarceration, long after a youth offender will 
have reached age 23.  (§ 3051, subd. (b)(1).)  If the in-
prison offense results in a longer sentence than the 
original offense for which the offender was incarcer-
ated, the in-prison offense would become the 
“controlling” offense under section 3051 as “the 
offense or enhancement for which any sentencing 
court imposed the longest term of imprisonment.”  (§ 
3051, subd. (a)(2)(B), italics added.) 

 

   The Court of Appeal found that Legislative Intent 
here was controlling. 
 

We see no basis for inferring that the Legislature 
intended section 3051 to override the otherwise 
applicable provisions section 1170.1 as described 
above but to have no effect on the application of 
section 1170.1, subdivision (c).  The California Su-
preme Court explained in Franklin, supra, 63 Cal.4th 
261, that sections 3051 and 3046 have “superseded 
the statutorily mandated sentences” of the youth 
offenders to whom the statutes apply.  Section 
3051 “reflects the Legislature’s judgment that 25 
years is the maximum amount of time that a juve-
nile offender may serve before becoming eligible 
for parole.  Apart from the categories of offenders 
expressly excluded by the statute, section 3051 pro-
vides all juvenile offenders with a parole hearing 
during or before their 25th year of incarceration.  
The statute establishes what is, in the Legislature’s 
view, the appropriate time to determine whether a 
juvenile offender has ‘rehabilitated and gained ma-
turity’ (Stats. 2013, ch. 312, § 1) so that he or she 
may have ‘a meaningful opportunity to obtain re-
lease’ (§ 3051, subd. (e)).”  (Franklin, at p. 278.)  
This statutory scheme, designed to effectuate the 
constitutional prohibition against excessive punish-
ment of youthful offenders, would be thwarted if a 
youth offender found suitable for parole pursuant 
to section 3051 was required to remain in custody 
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due to a consecutive sentence for an in-prison 
offense. 

   

This is particularly true here, where the in-prison 
offense was committed while petitioner was still of 
an age deemed by the Legislature to warrant consid-
eration of the “diminished culpability of juveniles as 
compared to adults” and “hallmark features of 
youth.”  (See § 4801, subd. (c).)  Senate Bill No. 260 
stated the Legislature’s findings that “as stated by 
the United States Supreme Court in Miller[, supra, 
567 U.S.] ___ [132 S.Ct. 2455], ‘only a relatively small 
proportion of adolescents’ who engage in illegal ac-
tivity ‘develop entrenched patterns of problem be-
havior,’ and that ‘developments in psychology and 
brain science continue to show fundamental differ-
ences between juvenile and adult minds,’ including 
‘parts of the brain involved in behavior control.’  The 
Legislature recognizes that youthfulness both lessens 
a juvenile’s moral culpability and enhances the pro-
spect that, as a youth matures into an adult and neu-
rological development occurs, these individuals can 
become contributing members of society.”  (Stats. 
2013, ch. 312 (Sen. Bill No. 260), § 1.)  While petition-
er’s 1982 crime was not the “controlling offense” 
under section 3051 (because the sentence imposed 
for it was shorter than the term imposed for peti-
tioner’s murder conviction) and the four-year con-
secutive sentence was not in itself of a length to trig-
ger the concerns with disproportionate punishment 
of juvenile offenders discussed in cases such as Mil-
ler, at p. ____ [132 S.Ct. at p. 2466], it would be 
anomalous to conclude that the Legislature intended 
to permit extension of a youth offender’s incarcera-
tion beyond the time he or she was found suitable 
for parole under section 3051 procedures due to 
commission of an in-prison offense committed when 
the offender was still subject to the “immaturity, 
recklessness, and impetuosity” that “ ‘ “render juve-
niles less culpable than adults.” ’ ”  (Miller, at p. ____ 
[132 S.Ct. at p. 2465], quoting Graham, supra, 560 
U.S. at p. 72.) 

 

   The State then argued subjectively that the effect of the 
Court’s ruling was to permit a youthful offender, solely be-
cause of his youth, to get off Scot-free for his continued in-
prison youthful criminal behavior.  However, the Court not-
ed that this was demonstrably not true here, where the 
Board indicated in its earlier parole denials that they were 
basing their decision, in part, on his subsequent in-prison 
crimes, and where the Governor had reversed a prior grant 
of parole because of those crimes. 
 

Respondent maintains that the Board’s consideration 
of suitability factors is insufficient because it is not “the 
sentence contemplated by the sentencing courts, pros-
ecutors, or the Penal Code.”  But this is true of all sen-
tences affected by section 3051:  The point is that a 
youth offender is not necessarily deserving of the same 
punishment as an adult who committed the same 
offense.  Moreover, while section 3051 guarantees 
youth offenders the opportunity to obtain release 
sooner than might be possible for inmates who were 
older when they committed comparable crimes, the 
required suitability determination may result in the 
youth offender serving considerably more time due to 
commission of an in-prison offense than what he or 
she would serve under a specific determinate sentence 
for that offense. 

 

The present case demonstrates the point.  According 
to Department records, petitioner began serving his 
life term on June 24, 1980, and his minimum eligible 
Parole Date was set at June 28, 1989.  He was not 
found suitable for parole until 2015, almost 27 years 
after that earliest possible parole date.  In 2010, alt-
hough the Board commissioner noted that petitioner 
had had a “change-around,” dissociated himself from 
gangs and been “disciplinary-free for a long time,” peti-
tioner was denied parole based in large part on his 
“terrible” institutional behavior, notably the incident 
underlying his 1982 offense, in which petitioner 
stabbed a correctional officer, as well as numerous dis-
ciplinary issues involving violence, substance abuse, 
weapons possession, and gang activity.  In 2013, the 
Board found petitioner suitable for release but this de-
cision was reversed by the governor, who discussed 
petitioner’s lengthy history of substance abuse, gang 
involvement and violence and specifically noted the 
1982 offense.  Petitioner was denied parole by the 
Board in 2014 for similar reasons, the commissioner 
describing the 1982 incident as an “egregious act of 
violence” committed when petitioner was “no longer 
necessarily impacted by the youthful offender fac-
tors”—section 3051 then 
applying to offenders 
whose crimes were com-
mitted before age 18, as 
well as expressing concern 
about petitioner continuing 
to minimize the life crime 
and retaining vestiges of 
gang culture despite his 
“significant gains.”  While 
the 1982 offense was not 
the only reason petitioner 
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was not found suitable for release sooner, it clearly 
played an important role, as it was specifically dis-
cussed as a factor bearing on each of the parole deni-
als.  

 

   Finally, the Court dealt with the question of credit 
against Trejo’s parole tail for his now-illegal excess 
incarceration.  It ruled that he was entitled to credit. 
 

Petitioner contends that he is entitled to have his 
period of parole supervision reduced by the 
amount of time he has served since November 2, 
2015, on his determinate sentence for the 1982 
offense.  Petitioner will be required to serve a five-
year period of parole upon release from prison.  
(See In re Carabes (1983) 144 Cal.App.3d 927, 930, 
fn. 1; § 3000.1.)  “[C]ase law recognizes that time 
served in excess of the determinate term must be 
credited against the prisoner’s parole period.”  (In 
re Bush (2008) 161 Cal.App.4th 133, 141 (Bush).)  

  

Respondent’s argument that petitioner is not 
entitled to this credit against his parole period is 
based largely upon Tate, supra, 135 Cal.App.4th 
756.  As noted above, Tate involved the principle 
that a consecutive term under section 1170.1, sub-
division (c), does not merge with or become part of 
the aggregate term imposed for offenses com-
mitted outside of prison.  (Tate, at p. 765.)  The in-
mate in Tate was originally incarcerated for a vio-
lent felony, which limited the accrual of worktime 
credit to 15 percent of his sentence.  (Id. at pp. 758-
759.)  When he was subsequently sentenced to a 
consecutive term for a nonviolent in-prison offense, 
the Department applied the 15 percent limitation 
to this sentence as well, rather than the usual rule 
of 50 percent credit accrual.  (Id. at p. 759.)  Contra-
ry to the Department’s view that the consecutive 
sentence merged into a single aggregate term sub-
ject to the 15 percent limitation required for the 
original sentence, Tate held that the sentence un-

der section 1170.1, subdivi-
sion (c), was a separate 
term that did not begin 
until the inmate had com-
pleted the original sen-
tence.  (Tate, at p. 765.)  
Consequently, when the 
inmate began serving the 
consecutive term, he was 
no longer serving time for a 
violent offense and there-
fore not subject to the 15 

percent limitation.  (Ibid.) 

 

We have already rejected the premise of this argu-
ment, that section 1170.1, subdivision (c), operates in 
the same manner in a section 3051 case as in the case 
of an offender not entitled to the protections of sec-
tion 3051.  Because the parole provisions of section 
3051 supersede petitioner’s otherwise statutorily 
mandated sentences (Franklin, supra, 63 Cal.4th at p. 
261), the Tate court’s reasoning is inapplicable here.  

  

Petitioner’s continued confinement to serve the con-
secutive sentence imposed under section 1170.1, sub-
division (c), was not lawful in the circumstances of 
this case, and he is entitled to credit against his parole 
period. 

 

   Accordingly, the Court granted the petition and ordered 
Trejo’s release, with credit. 

 

Respondent is ordered to amend petitioner’s re-
lease date to November 2, 2015, and to deduct 
from his parole period the days of incarceration 
served beyond that date. 
 

   No petition for review was filed, and this published case 
is now final. Tracy Lum was the attorney in this case. 

 

PROP. 57, PROVIDING THAT YOUTHFUL OF-
FENDERS NOT ARBITRARILY BE TRIED AS 

ADULTS, IS NOT RETROACTIVE 
 

In re Marcos Mendoza 

___Cal.App.5th___; CA6; H039705  

April 20, 2017 

   In a published decision, the Court of Appeal held that 
Prop. 57 does not apply retroactively to cases that were 
pending on appeal on the date it went into effect.  

 

   Marcos Ramirez and other defendants were sentenced 
to 15-life for second degree murder with a gang en-
hancement.  Ramirez was 16 years old at the time of the 
homicide and was charged by direct filing in adult court, 
as permitted by the laws in effect at the time.  While his 
appeal was pending, voters passed Prop. 57, which elimi-
nated a prosecutor's discretion to directly file charges 
against juvenile offenders in adult court.  Now any alle-
gation of criminal conduct against a minor must be com-
menced in juvenile court and the prosecution may file a 
motion to transfer the case to adult court.  The juvenile 
court will then decide whether the minor should be 
transferred to adult court.  In a petition for rehearing, 
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Ramirez argued that he was entitled to relief under Prop. 
57 because it applied retroactively to his case.  

 

   The Court of Appeal denied relief.  In general, laws 
apply prospectively only, absent clear legislative intent 
to the contrary. However, when a statute is amended 
to reduce the punishment for a particular offense, 
courts will infer that the Legislature or voters intended 
that the amended statute apply to all defendants 
whose judgments were not final on the statute's oper-
ative date.  (In re Estrada (1965) 63 Cal.2d 740.)  Here, 
the ballot materials related to Prop. 57 do not reflect 
clear intent for it to apply retroactively.  The Court of 
Appeal concluded that the Estrada rule did not apply 
because, while Prop. 57 potentially benefits a class of 
offenders based on age, it does not mitigate punish-
ment for a particular crime. (See People v. 
Brown (2012) 54 Cal.4th 314, 325.)  Prop. 57 provides 
no certainty that a minor would actually receive a 
mitigated penalty because juvenile courts have discre-
tion to transfer cases to adult court, in which case the 
resulting penalty for all offenses may be the same as 
they were before Prop. 57.  
 
   The Court further decided that prospective-only ap-

plication of Prop. 57 does not violate defendant's 
equal protection or due process rights. The concept of 
equal protection requires that similarly situated indi-
viduals be treated equally unless there is a justification 
for differential treatment. Here, defendant falls within 
a class of individuals whose trials already commenced, 
and he is similarly situated with a hypothetical class of 
individuals who are 16 or 17 years old and accused of 
crimes that could result in transfer to adult court, but 
whose trials did not commence before Prop. 57 
passed. However, there is a rational basis for treating 
these two groups differently, as voters could rationally 
conclude that applying Prop. 57 prospectively would 
serve the legitimate interest of not overwhelming ju-
venile courts with requests for fitness hearings by 
those who have already been convicted in adult court 
for crimes committed as juveniles. The court disagreed 
with defendant's argument that strict scrutiny should 
apply under People v. Olivas (1976) 17 Cal.3d 236, and 
further disagreed with defendant's assertion that his 
due process rights were violated under Kent v. United 
States (1966) 383 U.S. 541, which did not involve re-
view of whether a law that had taken effect after a 
conviction should be applied retroactively.  
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REMAND ORDERED FOR HEARING TO            
CONSIDER RLUIPA CLAIM OF NATIVE AMERI-
CAN PRISONERS RIGHT TO USE TOBACCO IN 

RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES 
 

In re Gregory Rhoades 

___Cal.App.5th___; CA4(1); D070488  

March 22, 2017 
   CDCR challenged the trial court's order granting a habeas 
corpus petition filed by Gregory L. Rhoades, a Native Ameri-
can prisoner incarcerated at Calipatria State Prison.  In 
granting Rhoades's petition, the trial court concluded that 
the prohibition on the use of straight tobacco during prison-
ers’ Native American religious ceremonies violated the Reli-
gious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of 2000 
(RLUIPA) (42  U.S.C. § 2000cc et seq.) and ordered CDCR 
“formulate and implement policies permitting and reasona-
bly regulating the possession and use of straight tobacco” 
during those ceremonies. 

 

   In this published opinion, the Court of Appeal reversed the 
trial court.  
 

We conclude that the trial court improperly granted 
relief in favor of Rhoades without holding an eviden-
tiary hearing on disputed factual issues.  We therefore 
reverse the judgment, and we remand this matter with 
directions that the trial court hold an evidentiary hear-
ing.  On the RLUIPA claim, the trial court shall hold an 
evidentiary hearing on the disputed factual issue of 
whether Rhoades's religious exercise is substantially 
burdened by the policy prohibiting the use of straight 
tobacco in religious ceremonies.  If Rhoades meets his 
burden of proof on that issue, the trial court shall then 
consider the factual issue of whether the policy against 
the use of straight tobacco constitutes the least restric-
tive means of furthering a compelling governmental 
interest.   In the event the trial court does not grant 
relief under RLUIPA on remand, it should consider 
whether any of Rhoades's other claims provide a basis 
for relief. 

 

   The facts of Rhoades’ claim were summarized by the 
Court of Appeal, referring to the record in the Superior 
Court below (which had granted relief). 
 

The Petition alleged among other things that Rhoades 
was "being denied the right to make prayer ties, prayer 
offering, and spirit offerings with 'straight tobacco' 
which is an essential, and central part of the American 
Indian religious rites," and clarified that Rhoades's 

claim was not based on the "use 
of the Sacred Pipe."  To support 
the allegation that use of straight 
tobacco is a central part of Native 
American religious practice, 
Rhoades attached as an exhibit a 
document from 1987.  Specifical-
ly, the document appears to be a 
lodged stipulation for entry of 
judgment in a lawsuit filed in fed-
eral court in the Eastern District 
of California (Sample v. R. G. Borg, 
Civ. No. S‑85‑0208‑LLK (Sample).)  Sample was appar-
ently a class action lawsuit brought by Native American 
inmates of Folsom State Prison against prison officials.  
Rhoades's Petition identifies paragraph 14 of the 
lodged stipulation in Sample, which states:  
"Defendants recognize that American Indian believers 
and practitioners believe that tobacco ties are of reli-
gious significance.  Tobacco ties consist of tobacco 
wrapped in cloth fragments and secured by clove 
hitches on a string.  American Indian believers and 
practitioners shall be allowed to make and possess to-
bacco ties for offerings at the sweat lodge ceremony 
under the same terms that other general population 
prisoners are allowed to use and possess chewing and 
smoking tobacco and the containers in which chewing 
and smoking tobacco are stored."  

 

In the Petition, Rhoades alleged that after the pos-
session or use of tobacco in prison was generally 
prohibited by the enactment of Penal Code section 
5030.1 in 2004, prison officials at Calipatria contin-
ued to allow Native American prisoners to use 
straight tobacco in their religious ceremonies.  Ac-
cording to Rhoades the policy was changed in June 
2014.  Although not completely clear from the alle-
gations in the Petition, it appears that the new policy 
prohibits the use of straight tobacco in religious cer-
emonies and requires that it be replaced by a mix-
ture called "kinnikinnick," which contains tobacco 
and other herbs.  Rhoades alleges that "[t]here are 
no alternatives that can replace the use of 'straight 
tobacco' for the making of prayer ties . . . ."  He fur-
ther alleges that it would not adversely affect the 
functioning of the prison were Native American pris-
oners permitted to use straight tobacco during reli-
gious ceremonies, as that practice was allowed for 
10 years after tobacco was prohibited in prison, with 
no demonstrated problems.   

 

   The trial court ruled in favor of Rhoades. 
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On April 8, 2016, the trial court issued an order 
granting the Petition.  In its statement of decision, 
the trial court stated that our May 22, 2015 order 
to show cause "clearly manifested a disagreement 
with the [Department] that, as a matter of law, the 
substitution of kinnikinnick for straight tobacco 
adequately balances the security interests of the 
[Department] against [Rhoades's] rights under 
[RLUIPA]."  The trial court proceeded to explain 
that it had relied solely on the Petition, the return, 
the denial, and the exhibits attached to those doc-
uments, to conclude that Rhoades was entitled to 
relief on the Petition without holding an eviden-
tiary hearing because Rhoades had established a 
violation of RLUIPA. 
  
The trial court stated, "The 2014 announcement of 
the kinnikinnick policy offers no reason for the 
change at that time, and Respondent offers no in-
dication, from a religious standpoint, as to how it is 
that the kinnikinnick is an appropriate substitute 
for straight tobacco in the ceremonies.  Although 
Respondent has stated an argument for the prohi-
bition of tobacco use in its facilities generally, it 
has not provided either evidence or an offer of 
proof that kinnikinnick is a fully appropriate substi-
tute for straight tobacco in American Indian reli-
gious ceremonies generally, or that any procedures 
the [Department] might have in place to control 
the management and disposition of straight tobac-
co that would be used in such ceremonies would 
be an undue burden on its systems.  [¶]  In the ab-
sence of such a showing in the Return and with the 
denial of the pertinent allegations of the Return in 
the Denial and affirmative allegations by Petitioner 
that his rights under [RLUIPA] are being inappropri-
ately infringed, the granting of relief may be had 
without the necessity of an evidentiary hearing."  
The trial court noted that according to the Depart-
ment Operations Manual, which Rhoades sub-
mitted as an exhibit to both the Petition and his 

denial, the Department 
allows sacramental wine 
to be used in religious 
ceremonies.  The trial 
court stated, "No reason 
is articulated by Re-
spondent as to why simi-
lar procedures could not 
be implemented with 
respect to ceremonial 
tobacco." 

    

Based on this reasoning, the trial court concluded 
that "given the dearth of evidence as to the proprie-
ty of kinnikinnick as a medium in American Indian 
ceremonies, and the dearth of evidence that it would 
not be reasonably possible for the [Department] to 
formulate a policy for the use of straight tobacco in 
American Indian religious ceremonies that is similar 
to that already in place for sacramental wine, such 
relief is appropriate."  The trial court therefore is-
sued the following order:  "1. An evidentiary hearing 
is not required.  [¶]  2. The court deems the petition 
as one for Writ of Mandate, and commands the 
[Department], within a reasonable time, to exercise 
reasonable discretion to formulate and implement 
policies permitting and reasonably regulating the 
possession and use of straight tobacco in American 
Indian religious ceremonies only, just as it currently 
maintains such policies as to sacramental wine."  

 

   The Court of Appeal May 22, 2015 order to show 
cause was not a ruling on the merits that Rhoades 
had satisfied his burden on his RLUIPA claim.  The su-
perior court erred when it made this determination. 
 

Under those circumstances, our order to show cause 
could not have expressed a view on the issue of 
whether Rhoades would ultimately prevail on his 
RLUIPA claim.  Our issuance of the order to show 
cause "signifie[d] our 'preliminary determination that 
the petitioner has made a prima facie statement of 
specific facts which, if established, entitle [petitioner] 
to habeas corpus relief under existing law.' "  (In re 
Serrano (1995) 10 Cal.4th 447, 455, second italics 
added.) 

 

In issuing the order to show cause, we relied on the 
allegation in the Petition that (1) by prohibiting the 
use of straight tobacco during religious ceremonies, 
Respondents were denying Rhoades "the right to 
make prayer ties, prayer offering, and spirit offer-
ings with 'straight tobacco' which is an essential, 
and central part of the American Indian religious 
rites," and (2) Respondents acted without a valid 
penological interest in prohibiting the use of 
straight tobacco in religious ceremonies because, 
allegedly, no problems had arisen during the 10 
years when an exception was made for use of 
straight tobacco in religious ceremonies, and there 
were less restrictive means to accomplishing their 
penological interests.  We issued the order to show 
cause because if ultimately proved to be true, those 
allegations would entitle Rhoades to relief under 
RLUIPA.  However, in issuing the order to show 
cause we expressed no view as to whether Rhoades 
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would be able to prove that his religious practice was 
substantially burdened or whether Respondents 
would be able to prove that the prohibition on the 
use of straight tobacco was the least restrictive 
means of furthering a compelling governmental in-
terest, both of which are factual issues that must 
ultimately be resolved in deciding a RLUIPA claim. 

 

   The Court went on to show that because there was 
an evidentiary dispute, an evidentiary hearing was re-
quired. 
 

As we have explained, to prevail on his RLUIPA claim, Rhoad-
es had the initial burden to establish that the prohibition on 
the use of straight tobacco during religious ceremonies sub-
stantially burdened his religious exercise.  (RLUIPA, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 2000cc‑1(a); Holt, supra, 574 U.S. at 
p. ___ [135 S.Ct. at p. 862].)  The return 
disputed that Rhoades's religious exercise 
was substantially burdened.  Specifically, 
Respondents denied "that the required use 
of kinnikinnick instead of straight tobacco 
burdens, let alone substantially burdens, 
Rhoades's ability to exercise his religious 
beliefs."  In Rhoades's denial, he disputed 
Respondents' assertion that his religious 
exercise was not substantially burdened.  
Further, in his memorandum of points and 
authorities in support of the denial, Rhoades explained that 
at an evidentiary hearing he would present evidence from a 
Native American spiritual leader establishing the importance 
of using straight tobacco during religious ceremonies.   

Thus, based on the content of the return and 
the traverse, a clear factual dispute existed as to 
whether the prohibition on the use of straight 
tobacco during religious ceremonies substantial-
ly burdened Rhoades's religious exercise.  The 
trial court's order erroneously ignored this fac-
tual dispute.  Instead of holding an evidentiary 
hearing, the trial court appears to have errone-
ously relied on our May 22, 2015 order to show 
cause for its ruling on the merits that Respond-
ents' policy against the use of straight tobacco 
substantially burdens Rhoades's religious exer-
cise. 
 

Further, the return and denial established that a clear factual 
dispute existed regarding the second part of the RLUIPA anal-
ysis, namely whether, in the event the burden shifted to Re-
spondents, they could prove that the prohibition on the use 
of straight tobacco was the least restrictive means of further-
ing a compelling governmental interest. (RLUIPA, 42 U.S.C. 

§ 2000cc‑1(a); Holt, supra, 574 U.S. at p. ___ [135 S.Ct. at 
p. 863.)  In their return, Respondents alleged they have a 
"compelling state interest [in] prison security" and that "like 
the possession of . . . other contraband, an inmate's posses-
sion of tobacco within a prison creates an issue of safety and 
security for the entire institution."  Further the return alleged 
that Department "has a significant interest in minimizing 
health care costs of its employees and inmates, which is ac-
complished by prohibiting tobacco use in any of its institu-
tions."  In their memorandum of points and authorities in 
support of the return, Respondents argued that "the allow-
ance of kinnikinnick is already the least restrictive alternative 
to a complete ban on all tobacco."   

 

   Accordingly, the Court of Appeal remanded the case 
to the Superior Court to hold the re-
quired evidentiary hearing for RLUI-
PA purposes. 
 

 As our Supreme Court has 
emphasized, at the pleading stage of 
a habeas corpus proceeding, "the 
[respondent's] burden [in the return] 
is one of pleading, not 
proof."  (People v. Duvall (1995) 9 
Cal.4th 464, 483.)  Here, although 
Respondents presented their allega-

tions as to the disputed factual issue of whether 
their policy was based on a compelling govern-
mental interest and was narrowly tailored, they 
did not have the opportunity to make a factual 
presentation.  Nevertheless, the trial court ruled 
against Respondents based on an erroneous 
requirement that they present evidence at this 
stage of the proceedings, noting the "dearth of 
evidence" and stating that Respondents had not 
"provided either evidence or an offer of proof" 
that their policy was based on a compelling 
state interest and was the least restrictive ap-
proach. 
  
In sum, "if the return and traverse reveal that 
petitioner's entitlement to relief hinges on the 
resolution of factual disputes, then the court 
should order an evidentiary hearing."  (Romero, 
supra, 8 Cal.4th at pp. 739-740.)  Based on the 
factual disputes described above, the trial court 
was required to hold an evidentiary hearing be-
fore ruling on the Petition, and the trial court 
erred in not doing so.   
 

DISPOSITION 

The judgment is reversed and this matter is re-
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manded with directions for the trial court to 
hold an evidentiary hearing on Rhoades's April 
29, 2015 Petition and thereafter to issue a rul-
ing.  The parties are to bear their own costs on 
appeal. 

 

NO CHIU ERROR WHERE JURY FINDS GUILT 
BASED ON PERP’S INTENT, RATHER THAN AN 

ACCOMPLICE’S 
 

In re Jonathan Sandoval 

CA4(3); G053359  

April 24, 2017 
   Jonathan Sandoval challenged the trial court’s denial 
of his habeas petition based on the Supreme Court’s 
holding in People v. Chiu (2014) 59 Cal.4th 155 (Chiu) 
that the natural and probable consequences doctrine 
does not extend to first degree premeditated murder.  
As the Court explained, the error identified in Chiu did 
not occur here because the trial court’s instructions 
only allowed the jury to find Sandoval guilty of first 
degree premeditated murder based on his premedita-
tion and deliberation rather than an accomplice’s.   

 

[Fn: The trial court instructed the jury here with 
CALCRIM No. 417, which provides in pertinent part:  
“A member of a conspiracy is criminally responsible for 
the crimes that he or she conspires to commit, no 
matter which member of the conspiracy commits the 
crime.  [¶]  A member of a conspiracy is also criminally 
responsible for any act of any member of the conspira-
cy if that act is done to further the conspiracy and that 
act is a natural and probable consequence of the com-
mon plan or design of the conspiracy.”  (Italics add-
ed.)]  

 

Sandoval contends he is entitled to habeas relief 
under Chiu because of trial court error in alleg-

edly instructing the jury on 
the natural and probable 
consequences doctrine as a 
basis for first degree mur-
der liability.  He similarly 
asserts he is entitled to re-
lief under instructions erro-
neously making the natural 
and probable consequences 
doctrine a basis for first de-
gree murder under un-
charged conspiracy instruc-
tions, as the court found in 
People v. Rivera (2015) 234 

Cal.App.4th 1350 (Rivera).   

A panel of this court recently agreed, and so do 
we, with Rivera concerning the Chiu error inher-
ent in conspiracy instructions based on the nat-
ural and probable consequences doctrine, when 
those instructions result in a first degree murder 
conviction.  (In re Lopez (2016) 246 Cal.App.4th 
350, 357 (Lopez) [“the reasoning of Chiu applie
[s] equally to uncharged conspiracy liability”].)  
Lopez explained a defendant is entitled to habe-
as relief under Chiu and Rivera when the jury 
may have concluded under the natural and 
probable consequences doctrine that the de-
fendant is liable for first degree murder based 
on the perpetrator’s premeditation and deliber-
ation, as opposed to his own.  (Lopez, at p. 361.)   

 

   The Court of Appeal found that the record demon-
strated that the jury could not have relied upon Sand-
oval’s accomplice’s mental state to find Sandoval 
guilty under the natural and probable consequences 
doctrine. 
 

Because the jury here found pursuant to the 
gang special circumstance allegation (§ 190.2, 
subd. (a)(22)) that Sandoval harbored the spe-
cific intent to kill the victim, it is highly unlikely 
the jury proceeded under the natural and prob-
able consequences doctrine.  A “natural and 
probable consequence” is simply one that “a 
reasonable person would know is likely to hap-
pen if nothing unusual intervenes.”  (CALCRIM 
Nos. 403 & 417, italics added.)  “The inquiry 
does not depend on whether the aider and 
abettor actually foresaw the nontarget 
offense” (Chiu, supra, 59 Cal.4th at pp. 161-
162), but rather on whether that outcome was 
objectively likely or foreseeable.  (Ibid.)  In con-
trast, a jury that has determined the defendant 
actually intended to kill the victim has moved 
beyond abstract considerations of the likelihood 
of murder to an affirmative finding that the de-
fendant intended that exact result.  There is 
little reason to suppose the jury relied on the 
natural and probable consequences doctrine in 
such circumstances.   

 

   The Court of Appeal reviewed the actual instructions 
given. 
 

But here, there is no such risk because the trial 
court’s instructions only allowed the jury to find 
Sandoval guilty of first degree premeditated 
murder based on his premeditation and deliber-
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ation.  Both in Chiu and here, the trial courts 
properly instructed the jury on direct aider and 
abettor liability (aiding and abetting the perpe-
trator in the murder) and aider and abettor 
liability based on the natural and probable con-
sequences doctrine (aiding and abetting the 
target offenses, with murder as a natural and 
probable consequence).  In Chiu, the alleged 
target offenses were assault or disturbing the 
peace (Chiu, supra, 59 Cal.4th at p. 160), and 
here, assault with a deadly weapon.   

The trial court here instructed the jury on the 
natural and probable consequences doctrine 
using CALCRIM No. 403, as follows in relevant 
part:  “If you decide that the defendant aided 
and abetted that crime [i.e., assault with a 
deadly weapon] and that murder was a natural 
and probable consequence of that crime, the 
defendant is guilty of murder.”  (Italics added.)  
But the instruction did not specify the 
degree of murder.  Instead, the court 
separately instructed the jury on the 
elements of murder using CALCRIM 
No. 520, and the last paragraph of that 
instruction directed the jury:  “If you 
decide that the defendant committed 
murder, you must then decide whether 
it is murder of the first or second de-
gree.”  (Italics added.)  

 

  The Court distinguished the instructions given in 
Chiu. 
 

In Chiu, the trial court erred by improperly in-
structing the jury on first degree premeditated 
murder, when that instruction was read in the 
context of aider and abettor liability under the 
natural and probable consequences doctrine.  
(Chiu, supra, 59 Cal.4th at pp. 160-161.)  There, 
the court instructed the jury “that to find de-
fendant guilty of first degree murder, the Peo-
ple had to prove that the perpetrator acted 
willfully, deliberately, and with premeditation, 
and that all other murders were of the second 
degree.”  (Id. at p. 161, italics added.)  That is, 
in Chiu the jury was permitted to find the de-
fendant guilty of first degree premeditated 
murder either as a direct aider and abettor, or 
under the natural and probable consequences 
doctrine, so long as the perpetrator (the shoot-
er) acted with premeditation and deliberation. 
... 

 

Unlike the jury instructions in Chiu, nothing in 
the trial court’s instructions here allowed the 
jury to find first degree murder based on the 
premeditation and deliberation of anyone but 
Sandoval.  Therefore, if the jury relied on an 
aiding and abetting theory—and it appears it 
did based on the penalty enhancement it found 
true for vicarious use of firearm in a gang 
shooting—it could only be as a direct aider and 
abettor.  That is, the jury must have concluded 
Sandoval directly aided and abetted in Cis-
neros’s murder and did so with premeditation 
and deliberation.  Thus, the jury’s finding Sand-
oval committed first degree premeditated mur-
der necessarily means it did not rely on the nat-
ural and probable consequences theory.  Simp-
ly put, under CALCRIM No. 521 as given, the 
jury had to find Sandoval intended to kill, and 
did so with premeditation and deliberation, not 

simply that he intended to commit the tar-
get crime of assault with a deadly weapon.  
 

   Accordingly, the Court denied habeas 
relief. 
 

Because the trial court committed no in-
structional error, we need not address ei-
ther party’s harmless error analysis.  Sand-
oval is not entitled to a writ of habeas cor-

pus because there was no instructional error 
under Chiu. 

 

CHIU RELIEF APPLIED RETROACTIVELY 
 

In re Tremayne Collier 

CA1(5); A150054  

April 21, 2017 
   A jury convicted petitioner Tremayne Collier of first 
degree murder and two counts of robbery, and found 
arming allegations to be true.  (PC §§ 187, 212.5, 
subd. (c), 12022, subd. (a)(1).)  The jury found a rob-
bery special circumstance allegation not to be true.  
(§ 190.2, subd. (a)(17)(A).)  With priors, petitioner was 
sentenced to an aggregate term of 13 years plus 51 
years to life.  Collier petitioned for habeas relief alleg-
ing that he was wrongfully convicted under a natural 
and probable consequences theory, and that relief 
from this type of error is entitled to retroactive relief. 
 

In the present habeas corpus proceeding, petitioner 
contends his murder conviction must be reversed 
because he was tried and convicted on a natural and 
probable consequences theory, and the Supreme 
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Court in People v. Chiu (2014) 59 Cal.4th 155 (Chiu) 
has since repudiated the use of that doctrine as a ba-
sis for first degree premeditated murder liability.  Pe-
titioner correctly observes that the rule articulated in 
Chiu, which arose in the context of aider and abettor 
liability, was extended to uncharged conspiracy liabil-
ity in People v. Rivera (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 1350, 
1356–1357.  Petitioner further asserts the Chiu error 
in his case is not harmless, since it cannot be conclud-
ed beyond a reasonable doubt that the verdict was 
based on a legally valid theory given the jury’s rejec-
tion of the robbery special circumstance allegation.  
(Chiu, supra, at p. 167.) 
 

The Attorney General concedes petitioner’s claim is 
properly presented on habeas, as Chiu has been held 
to be retroactive and the law has changed in petition-
er’s favor following his conviction.  (In re Lopez (2016) 
246 Cal.App.4th 350, 357–360; In re Brigham (2016) 3 
Cal.App.5th 318, 327, fn. 4; In re Coley (2012) 55 
Cal.4th 524, 537.)  The Attorney General further con-
cedes Chiu applies to petitioner’s case, since “the trial 
court instructed the jury on three alternative and 
complete theories of first degree murder,” including 
felony murder, but “it was error to instruct on natural 
and probable consequences in relation to both aiding 
and abetting[,] and conspiracy.”  Additionally, the 
Attorney General agrees it cannot be concluded be-
yond a reasonable doubt that the jury based its ver-
dict on a felony murder theory, since the jury did not 
find the robbery special circumstance to be true.  
  
We agree with the parties that Chiu error occurred in 
petitioner’s case, and that it cannot be found harm-
less.  The remedy outlined in Chiu is a reversal of the 
first degree murder conviction, “allowing the People 
to accept a reduction of the conviction to second de-
gree murder or to retry the greater offense.”  (Chiu, 
supra, 59 Cal.4th at p. 168.)  The parties agree that 
this is the appropriate remedy in this case.  
 

The Attorney General does not oppose the granting of 
relief on the foregoing claim, and the parties have 
waived issuance of an order to show cause, the filing 
of a return and traverse, and oral argument.  (See 
People v. Romero (1994) 8 Cal.4th 728, 740, fn. 7.) 

  
The judgment as to the first degree murder con-
viction is vacated, and the matter is remanded 
to the superior court with directions to allow 
the People to accept a reduction of the convic-
tion to second degree murder or to retry the 
greater offense.  Following the People’s election 
and at the conclusion of further proceedings, 

the superior court is directed to amend the ab-
stract of judgment accordingly, and to send a 
certified copy of the amended abstract to the 
California Department of Corrections and Reha-
bilitation.  This decision shall be final as to this 
court 10 court days after its filing.  (Cal. Rules of 
Court, rule 8.387(b)(3)(A).) 

 

LWOP JUVENILE FACTORS CONSIDERATION  
ENTITLED TO RETROACTIVE RELIEF ON HABEAS 

CORPUS 
 

In re Kristopher Kirchner 

___Cal. 5th___; CA Supreme Ct.; S233508  

April 24, 2017 
   Kristopher Kirchner was sentenced to LWOP over 
two decades ago for a crime he committed at age 16.  
Following recent US Supreme Court and California Su-
preme Court case law recognizing consideration of 
special factors attending youth crimes, he petitioned 
for relief.  The Court of Appeal had denied relief, 
noting that recent statutory changes cured any defect.  
The CA Supreme Court now disagreed, and ordered 
relief on habeas corpus. 
 

Petitioner Kristopher Kirchner committed mur-
der as a 16 year old, for which he is serving a 
sentence of life without the possibility of parole 
(hereinafter life without parole).  The People 
have conceded that in imposing this sentence, 
the sentencing court did not give due consider-
ation to the Miller factors.  The judgment in 
petitioner’s original criminal proceedings be-
came final more than two decades ago, when 
petitioner did not pursue his appeal.  Through 
this proceeding for a writ of habeas corpus, pe-
titioner seeks a resentencing hearing at which 
the court would properly integrate the Miller 
factors into its sentencing calculus, potentially 
leading to a new sentence that would offer the 
possibility of parole.  After the superior court 
granted habeas 
corpus relief, the 
Court of Appeal 
reversed.  The 
Court of Appeal 
determined that 
the existence of a 
statutory mecha-
nism, Penal Code 
section 1170, sub-
division (d)(2) 
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(hereafter section 1170(d)(2)), through which 
petitioner could seek recall of his sentence and 
resentencing to a term of life with the oppor-
tunity for parole, remedied any constitutional 
defect in petitioner’s sentence, and therefore 
precluded habeas corpus relief.   
 

We hold that section 1170(d)(2) does not pro-
vide an adequate remedy at law for Miller error, 
and that petitioner may obtain a Miller resen-
tencing as a form of habeas corpus relief.  Sec-
tion 1170(d)(2) was not designed to address 
Miller error, and its recall of sentence and resen-
tencing procedure is not well suited to remedy 
the constitutional error of which petitioner 
complains.  Specifically, as a process designed 
to revisit lawful sentences of life without parole, 
section 1170(d)(2) limits the availability of re-
sentencing under its terms, and the resentenc-
ing inquiry it prescribes does not necessarily 
account for the full array of Miller factors in the 
manner that a proper resentencing under Miller 
would.  Even though petitioner conceivably 
could avail himself of the section 1170(d)(2) 
process, we conclude that his claim of constitu-
tional error need not be pursued, either exclu-
sively or in the first instance, through this statu-
tory scheme.  Because petitioner cannot be re-
quired to exhaust the section 1170(d)(2) proce-
dure prior to seeking habeas corpus relief from 
his sentence, let alone accept section 1170(d)(2) 
as his exclusive remedy, we reverse the judg-
ment of the Court of Appeal. 

 

   The CA Supreme Court summarized the history of 
the case, prior to granting review. 
 

In April 1993, petitioner and another juvenile 
robbed and murdered the owner of a gun store.  
Petitioner beat the victim to death with a metal 
pipe.  After being found unfit for juvenile court 
proceedings (see Welf. & Inst. Code, § 707) peti-
tioner was charged and tried as an adult.  Fol-
lowing a bench trial, petitioner was convicted of 
first degree murder (§ 187, subd. (a)), robbery 
(§ 211), and burglary (§ 459).  The court also 
found true enhancement allegations that peti-
tioner personally used a deadly weapon (former 
§ 12022, subd. (b)) and personally inflicted 
great bodily injury (former § 12022.7), and the 
special circumstances that petitioner committed 
the murder while engaged in a burglary and a 
robbery (§ 190.2, subd. (a)(17)).   

Prior to sentencing, petitioner was found ame-
nable to the treatment and training services 
offered by the California Youth Authority (now 
the Div. of Juvenile Justice).  The referral report 
advised that petitioner 
“has the physical and 
mental capacity to 
change” and “there is a 
reasonable possibility 
that [petitioner’s] likeli-
hood to commit crimi-
nal behavior can be 
significantly reduced or 
eliminated within the 
confinement time or 
jurisdiction time availa-
ble.”  The court declined to follow this recom-
mendation in pronouncing sentence and de-
scribed petitioner as a “clear demonstration of 
a person whose life has turned to complete and 
ultimate violence.”  For the murder with its 
attendant allegations, the court sentenced peti-
tioner to life without parole, plus one year for 
the weapon enhancement.  The sentences for 
the robbery and burglary counts, with their as-
sociated enhancements, were stayed.  

Petitioner filed a notice of appeal, but he did 
not file an opening brief in the Court of Appeal.  
His appeal was therefore dismissed.  
 

The present petition for writ of habeas corpus 
was filed in October 2014.  Through this collat-
eral proceeding, petitioner attacks his sentence 
of life without parole on the ground that it was 
imposed without appropriate consideration of 
the array of factors specified in Miller, supra, 
567 U.S. ___ [132 S.Ct. 2455].  Petitioner seeks a 
resentencing hearing in which these factors will 
be properly taken into account, potentially lead-
ing to a new sentence that will incorporate an 
opportunity for parole. 
   

Following a review of the petition, the superior court 
issued an order to show cause.  In a return to the 
order to show cause, the People acknowledged that 
“the record does not show that the judge considered 
all the factors relating to petitioner’s youth as now 
required by Miller and Gutierrez.”  The People also 
conceded, at first, that petitioner was entitled to 
resentencing, but reserved the right to argue for re-
imposition of a sentence of life without parole at a 
new sentencing hearing.  In a supplemental filing, 
however, the People objected that Miller did not 
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apply retroactively.  The superior court rejected the 
People’s retroactivity argument, granted the petition 
for writ of habeas corpus, and remanded the matter 
to the trial court for resentencing. 
  
The People appealed.  After oral argument, the Court 
of Appeal requested and received supplemental 
briefing on the relationship between the section 
1170(d)(2) recall of sentence and resentencing pro-
cedure and language in Montgomery v. Louisiana 
(2016) 577 U.S. ___ [136 S.Ct. 718] (Montgomery) 
providing that “[a] State may remedy a Miller viola-
tion by permitting juvenile homicide offenders to be 
considered for parole, rather than by resentencing 
them.  [Citation.]  Allowing those offenders to be 
considered for parole ensures that juveniles whose 
crimes reflected only transient immaturity — and 
who have since matured — will not be forced to 
serve a disproportionate sentence in violation of the 
Eighth Amendment.”  (Montgomery, at p. ___ [136 
S.Ct. at p. 736].) 
 

 The Court of Appeal’s ensuing decision 
held that habeas corpus relief was unavaila-
ble to petitioner because section 1170(d)(2) 
provided an adequate remedy at law.  It de-
termined that “where, as is the case in Cali-
fornia, a legislature has provided inmates 
serving life sentences for crimes committed 
while they were juveniles with an opportuni-
ty to obtain a parole hearing, the state has remedied 
any constitutional defect in the inmate’s sentence.”  
The Court of Appeal acknowledged that “section 
1170, subdivision (d)(2) does not provide an inmate 
with a parole hearing” as a certain matter; rather, 
the inmate must petition for recall of sentence and 
resentencing to engage a process that then might 
lead to a sentence that incorporates an opportunity 
for parole.  Nevertheless, the Court of Appeal deter-
mined that section 1170(d)(2) “provides [the inmate] 
with all the rights set forth in Miller and Montgom-
ery.”  
  
The Court of Appeal conceded that “where a prison-
er is serving [a] . . . sentence [of life without parole] 
for a crime committed while he or she was a juvenile, 
and at the time of his or her sentence the trial judge 
failed to employ the procedures required by Miller, 
his or her sentence is presumptively unlawful and he 
or she is entitled to relief from it.”  For this reason, it 
determined that “a petition under section 1170, sub-
division (d)(2) will meet the requirements of Miller 
and Montgomery, only if, at both the trial court’s 
review of the sufficiency of the petition [citation] and 

at any hearing ordered thereafter, the People bear 
the burden, as they would at any initial sentencing 
under Miller and Gutierrez, of showing that the de-
fendant is one of the rare individuals for whom no 
possibility of parole should be provided.”  

 

   In determining whether the Court of Appeal erred in 
casting section 1170(d)(2) as an adequate remedy at 
law that precludes habeas corpus relief for Miller er-
ror, the CA Supreme Court first reviewed the United 
States Supreme Court’s recent jurisprudence concern-
ing sentences of life without parole for juvenile offend-
ers.  It then turned to section 1170(d)(2) and analyzed 
that provision’s bearing upon habeas corpus proceed-
ings that seek a proper resentencing under Miller. 
 

The Eighth Amendment to the United States 
Constitution prohibits the infliction of “cruel and 
unusual punishments.”  (U.S. Const., 8th 
Amend.)  The “cruel and unusual” standard is 
construed by reference “to ‘the evolving stand-

ards of decency that mark the progress of a 
maturing society’ to determine which pun-
ishments are so disproportionate as to be 
cruel and unusual.”  (Roper v. Simmons 
(2005) 543 U.S. 551, 561 (Roper), quoting 
Trop v. Dulles (1958) 356 U.S. 86, 101 (plur. 
opn. of Warren, C. J.).) 

  

Some punishment is cruel and unusual as it pertains 
to juvenile offenders, even though the same sanc-
tion may not run afoul of the Eighth Amendment 
when applied to adults.  In Roper, supra, 543 U.S. 
551, the United States Supreme Court determined 
that the Eighth Amendment categorically prohibit-
ed imposition of the death penalty on juvenile 
offenders.  (Roper, at p. 568.)  In reaching this con-
clusion, the court observed that “[t]hree general 
differences between juveniles under 18 and adults 
demonstrate that juvenile offenders cannot with 
reliability be classified among the worst offend-
ers.”  (Id., at p. 569.)  First, “ ‘[a] lack of maturity 
and an underdeveloped sense of responsibility are 
found in youth more often than in adults and are 
more understandable among the young.  These 
qualities often result in impetuous and ill-
considered actions and decisions.’ ” (Ibid., quoting 
Johnson v. Texas (1993) 509 U.S. 350, 367.)  A 
“second area of difference is that juveniles are 
more vulnerable or susceptible to negative influ-
ences and outside pressures, including peer pres-
sure.”  (Ibid.)  And third, “the character of a juvenile 
is not as well formed as that of an adult.  The per-
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sonality traits of juveniles are 
more transitory, less fixed.”  (Id., 
at p. 570.)  Put together, “These 
differences render suspect any 
conclusion that a juvenile falls 
among the worst offenders.  The 
susceptibility of juveniles to im-
mature and irresponsible behav-
ior means ‘their irresponsible 
conduct is not as morally repre-

hensible as that of an adult.’  [Citation.]  Their own 
vulnerability and comparative lack of control over 
their immediate surroundings mean juveniles have 
a greater claim than adults to be forgiven for failing 
to escape negative influences in their whole envi-
ronment.  [Citation.]  The reality that juveniles still 
struggle to define their identity means it is less sup-
portable to conclude that even a heinous crime 
committed by a juvenile is evidence of irretrievably 
depraved character.  From a moral standpoint it 
would be misguided to equate the failings of a mi-
nor with those of an adult, for a greater possibility 
exists that a minor’s character deficiencies will be 
reformed.”  (Ibid.)  
 

After its decision in Roper made juvenile offenders 
ineligible for the death penalty, the high court has 
on several occasions considered the relationship 
between the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition of 
“cruel and unusual punishments” and sentences of 
life without parole for this same class of defend-
ants.  In Graham v. Florida (2010) 560 U.S. 48 
(Graham), the court held that the Eighth Amend-
ment prohibits sentences of life without parole for 
juvenile offenders who have committed crimes oth-
er than homicides.  The court reasoned that “[l]ife 
without parole is an especially harsh punishment 
for a juvenile” (Graham, at p. 70), and the imposi-
tion of such a sentence for a nonhomicide crime 
could not be justified by retribution, deterrence, 
incapacitation, or rehabilitation interests.  (Id., at 
pp. 71-75.)  Although “[a] State is not required to 
guarantee eventual freedom to a juvenile offender 
convicted of a nonhomicide crime,” because “[t]
hose who commit truly horrifying crimes as juve-
niles may turn out to be irredeemable,” the court 
held that the Eighth Amendment prohibits “[s]tates 
from making the judgment at the outset” that juve-
nile offenders convicted of nonhomicide crimes 
“will never be fit to reenter society.”  (Id., at p. 75.)  
Therefore, the court directed that these defendants 
be provided “some meaningful opportunity to ob-

tain release based on demonstrated maturity and 
rehabilitation.”  (Ibid.) 

   
Two years later, in Miller, supra, 567 U.S. ___ 
[132 S.Ct. 2455], the court considered whether 
the Eighth Amendment prohibits sentencing 
schemes that mandate a life without parole sen-
tence for all juvenile offenders convicted of a 
specific homicide offense.  In finding these sen-
tencing schemes unconstitutional, Miller con-
demned them as impermissibly “preclud[ing] a 
sentencer from taking account of an offender’s 
age and the wealth of characteristics and cir-
cumstances attendant to it.”  (Id., at p.  ___ [132 
S.Ct. at p. 2467].)  Because the 14-year-old de-
fendants in Miller had been sentenced pursuant 
to mandatory sentencing laws, the court de-
clined to address their alternative argument that 
the Eighth Amendment categorically prohibits 
sentences of life without parole for all juvenile 
offenders, or at least those 14 years of age or 
younger at the time of their crimes.  (Id., at 
p.  ___ [132 S.Ct. at p. 2469].)  Miller cautioned, 
however, that “given all we have said . . . about 
children’s diminished culpability and heightened 
capacity for change, we think appropriate occa-
sions for sentencing juveniles to this harshest 
possible penalty will be uncommon.  That is es-
pecially so because of the great difficulty . . . of 
distinguishing at this early age between ‘the ju-
venile offender whose crime reflects unfortu-
nate yet transient immaturity, and the rare juve-
nile offender whose crime reflects irreparable 
corruption.’  [Citations.]  Although we do not 
foreclose a sentencer’s ability to make that judg-
ment in homicide cases, we require it to take 
into account how children are different, and 
how those differences counsel against irrevoca-
bly sentencing them to a lifetime in pris-
on.”  (Ibid.)  
 

In its analysis, Miller, supra, 567 U.S. ___ [132 S.Ct. 
2455] provided a “recap” of factors relevant to the 
imposition of “a State’s harshest penalties” upon a 
juvenile offender.  (Id., at p. ___ [132 S.Ct. at 
p. 2468].)  These factors provide a framework for 
sentencing courts to “take into account how chil-
dren are different, and how those differences coun-
sel against irrevocably sentencing them to a lifetime 
in prison.”  (Id., at p. ___ [132 S.Ct. at p. 2469].)  As 
we explained in Gutierrez, supra, 58 Cal.4th 1354, 
under Miller a sentencing court considering a sen-
tence of life without parole for a juvenile offender 
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must consider evidence that may exist regarding 
(1) “a juvenile offender’s ‘chronological age and its 
hallmark features — among them, immaturity, im-
petuosity, and failure to appreciate risks and con-
sequences’ ”; (2) “ ‘the family and home environ-
ment that surrounds [the juvenile] — and from 
which he cannot usually extricate himself — no 
matter how brutal or dysfunctional’ ”; (3) “ ‘the 
circumstances of the homicide offense, including 
the extent of [the juvenile defendant’s] participa-
tion in the conduct and the way familial and peer 
pressures may have affected him’ ”; (4) “whether 
the offender ‘might have been charged and con-
victed of a lesser offense if not for incompetencies 
associated with youth — for example, his inability 
to deal with police officers or prosecutors 
(including on a plea agreement) or his incapacity to 
assist his own attorneys’ ”; and (5) “the possibility 
of rehabilitation.”  (Id., at pp. 1388-1389, quoting 
Miller, 567 U.S. at p. ___ [132 S.Ct. at p. 2468].)   
 

Most recently, in Montgomery, supra, 577 U.S. ___ 
[136 S.Ct. 718], the court clarified that Miller announced a 
substantive rather than a procedural rule, and therefore 
operates retroactively.  (Montgomery, 577 U.S. at p. ___ 

[136 S.Ct. at p. 736].)  Montgomery explained that 
“Miller . . . did more than require a sentencer to consider a 
juvenile offender’s youth before imposing life without 
parole; it established that the penological justifications for 
life without parole collapse in light of ‘the distinctive 
attributes of youth.’  [Citation.]  Even if a court considers a 
child’s age before sentencing him or her to a lifetime in 
prison, that sentence still violates the Eighth Amendment 
for a child whose crime reflects ‘ “unfortunate yet transi-
ent immaturity.” ’  [Citation.]  Because Miller determined 
that sentencing a child to life without parole is excessive 
for all but ‘ “the rare juvenile offender whose crime re-
flects irreparable corruption,” ’ [citation], it rendered life 
without parole an unconstitutional penalty for ‘a class of 
defendants because of their status’ — that is, juvenile 
offenders whose crimes reflect the transient immaturity 
of youth.  [Citation.]  As a result, Miller announced a sub-
stantive rule of constitutional law.  Like other substantive 
rules, Miller is retroactive because it ‘ “necessarily carr
[ies] a significant risk that a defendant” ’ — here, the vast 
majority of juvenile offenders — ‘ “faces a punishment 
that the law cannot impose on 
him.” ’  [Citation.]”  (Montgomery, at p. ___ [136 S.Ct. at 
p. 734].)   

   The Court then considered PC 1170(d)(2). 
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Senate Bill No. 9 (2011-2012 Reg. Sess.), the measure 
that added subdivision (d)(2) to section 1170, was 
introduced in the Legislature after Graham, but be-
fore Miller.  Like Graham, supra, 560 U.S. 48, Miller, 
supra, 567 U.S. ___ [132 S.Ct. 2455], and Montgom-
ery, supra, 577 U.S. ___ [136 S.Ct. 718], section 1170
(d)(2) was inspired by concerns regarding sentences 
of life without parole for juvenile offenders.  (See 
Assem. Com. on Appropriations, Analysis of Sen. Bill 
No. 9 (2011-2012 Reg. Sess.) as amended Aug. 15, 
2011, pp. 3-6.) 
  
As enacted, section 1170(d)(2) provides an avenue for 
juvenile offenders serving terms of life without parole 
to seek recall of their sentences and resentencing to a 
term that includes an opportunity for parole.  This 
process is unavailable to a defendant sentenced to life 
without parole where it was pleaded and proved that 
the defendant tortured his or her victim, or that the 
victim was a public safety official, another law en-
forcement officer, or a firefighter.  (§ 1170, subd. (d)
(2)(A)(ii).)  An eligible defendant may file a petition 
requesting recall and resentencing with the sentenc-
ing court after having been incarcerated for at least 
15 years.  (Id., subd. (d)(2)(A)(i).)  In this petition, the 
defendant must describe his or her remorse, relate 
his or her work toward rehabilitation, and state that a 
qualifying circumstance is true.  (Id., subd. (d)(2)(B).)  
If the court finds by a preponderance of the evidence 
that one or more of the qualifying circumstances in 
the petition are true, the court must recall the de-
fendant’s sentence and hold a hearing to resentence 
the defendant.  (Id., subd. (d)(2)(E).)  

 

  The Supreme Court then considered whether the reme-
dy of habeas corpus was appropriate here, given the 
Court of Appeal’s determination that it was not required. 
 

The Court of Appeal below acknowledged Gutierrez’s 
determination that the prospect of resentencing un-
der section 1170(d)(2) represents an inadequate re-
sponse to the concerns implicated by a court’s fail-
ure to properly integrate the Miller factors into its 
initial sentencing decision.  The Court of Appeal re-
garded the present matter as distinguishable, how-
ever, in that it involves a collateral challenge to a 
sentence, rather than a direct appeal.  The Court of 
Appeal determined that a different rule should apply 
in this context, whereby the existence of an ade-
quate remedy at law will displace 

 

   The Supreme Court disagreed with the Court of Ap-

peal holding below that habeas relief was not required 
for a hearing on Miller factors. 
 

“Habeas corpus is an ‘extraordinary reme-
dy.’  [Citation.]”  (In re Clark (1993) 5 Cal.4th 750, 
764, fn. 3.)  As a general rule, it “may not be in-
voked where the accused has such a remedy under 
the orderly provisions of a statute designed to rule 
the specific case upon which he relies for” relief (In 
re Alpine (1928) 203 Cal. 731, 739), at least when 
the remedy at law is “well suited, in ordinary cir-
cumstances, to enforc[e]” or vindicate the right 
being asserted (In re Gandolfo (1984) 36 Cal.3d 
889, 899).  (See also 6 Witkin & Epstein, Cal. Crimi-
nal Law (4th ed. 2012) Criminal Writs, § 25, p. 630 
[“habeas corpus is not a proper remedy to review 
errors that could be raised on appeal or by other 
appropriate remedies, and . . . ordinarily the ag-
grieved party must ex-
haust those reme-
dies”].) 
  
The Court of Appeal 
applied these principles 
to this matter.  It con-
strued section 1170(d)
(2) as a constitutionally 
adequate remedy for 
Miller error, so that 
petitioner must pursue 
recall and resentencing 
through section 1170
(d)(2) as an absolute substitute for, or at least a 
prerequisite to, obtaining a Miller resentencing as a 
form of habeas corpus relief.  
 

As explained below, we disagree with this characteri-
zation of the section 1170(d)(2) procedure as an ade-
quate remedy for Miller error.  Having originally been 
developed prior to the decision in Miller, the section 
1170(d)(2) process was not designed to provide a rem-
edy for this type of error, and it is not well suited to 
serve this purpose.  Instead, the section 1170(d)(2) 
recall and resentencing process anticipates the lawful-
ness of a sentence of life without parole potentially 
subject to recall under its terms.  Resentencing under 
section 1170(d)(2) is thus unavailable to certain juve-
nile offenders sentenced to life without parole — 
without regard to whether their sentences comport 
with Miller — and does not necessarily require consid-
eration of all relevant evidence bearing on the Miller 
factors, through the lens prescribed by Miller, as part 
of the resentencing inquiry.  These features, although 
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reasonable given the assumption of a lawful sentence, 
also establish that resort to the section 1170(d)(2) pro-
cess should not be required in lieu or in advance of 
habeas corpus proceedings where, as here, the peti-
tioner’s original sentence is infirm under Miller.  

  
One flaw with characterizing section 1170(d)(2) as 
an adequate remedy at law for Miller error involves 
the limitations the statute imposes on who may 
engage this process.  As previously observed, to 
initiate section 1170(d)(2) proceedings a juvenile 
offender sentenced to life without parole must not 
have committed an offense as to which it was 
pleaded and proved that they tortured the victim, 
or that the victim was a public safety official, anoth-
er law enforcement officer, or a firefighter.  
(§ 1170, subd. (d)(2)(A)(ii).)  
 

Furthermore, to be resentenced under section 
1170(d)(2), other juvenile offenders sentenced to 
life without parole must submit a petition to the 
sentencing court that describes their remorse, re-
lates their efforts at rehabilitation, and states that 
at least one of four qualifying circumstances ap-
plies; the sentencing court then must find by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that at least one quali-
fying circumstance related in the petition is true.  
(§ 1170, subd. (d)(2)(B), (E).)  The statute’s categori-
cal exclusion of certain offenders and its threshold 
pleading requirements both have the potential of 
making resentencing under section 1170(d)(2) una-
vailable to some juvenile offenders who are serving 
sentences that contravene Miller, supra, 567 U.S. 
___ [132 S.Ct. 2455].  Thus, even if section 1170(d)
(2) provided an adequate remedy at law for Miller 
error for those juvenile offenders capable of being 
resentenced under its terms, it would not provide 
such a vehicle for relief for other defendants, also 
serving sentences that do not comport with Miller, 
who are either categorically excluded from this pro-
cess or whose petitions do not meet the criteria for 
resentencing.  

  
Even more fundamentally, the ultimate resentenc-
ing inquiry specified under section 1170(d)(2) is 
not designed to address Miller error, and will not 
necessarily provide a defendant with the lawful 
sentence that Miller requires.  As we have ex-
plained, under Miller, prior to sentencing a juve-
nile offender to life without parole, a court must 
give proper consideration to (1) “a juvenile offend-
er’s ‘chronological age and its hallmark features — 
among them, immaturity, impetuosity, and failure 

to appreciate risks and consequences’ ”; (2) “ ‘the 
family and home environment that surrounds [the 
juvenile] — and from which he cannot usually ex-
tricate himself — no matter how brutal or dys-
functional’ ”; (3) “ ‘the circumstances of the homi-
cide offense, including the extent of [the juvenile 
defendant’s] participation in the conduct and the 
way familial and peer pressures may have affected 
him’ ”; (4) “whether the offender ‘might have 
been charged and convicted of a lesser offense if 
not for incompetencies associated with youth — 
for example, his inability to deal with police offic-
ers or prosecutors (including on a plea agreement) 
or his incapacity to assist his own attorneys’ ”; and 
(5) “the possibility of rehabilitation.”  (Gutierrez, 
58 Cal.4th at pp. 1388-1389, quoting Miller, 567 
U.S. at p. ___ [132 S.Ct. at p. 2468].)  In contrast, 
section 1170(d)(2) provides that when resentenc-
ing a defendant a court “may consider” a set of 
enumerated factors, which only partially overlap 
with those identified in Miller.  (§ 1170, subd. (d)
(2)(F).)  The court also “may consider any other 
criteria that the court deems relevant to its deci-
sion” (§ 1170, subd. (d)(2)(I)), language that sug-
gests the court may consider all pertinent Miller 
factors through this route.  But the possibility of 
consideration is not the same as the certainty that 
Miller and Montgomery demand.   

 

   Importantly, from this analysis, the Court concluded 
that 1170(d)(2) did not constitute an adequate remedy 
for Miller error. 
 

The above circumstances establish to our satis-
faction that the recall of sentence and resen-
tencing process provided under section 1170(d)
(2) does not constitute an adequate remedy for 
Miller error that would displace habeas corpus 
proceedings in this context.  In crucial respects, 
section 1170(d)(2) is different from statutes that 
automatically provide a timely parole hearing to 
juvenile offenders 
sentenced to 
terms that other-
wise might raise 
Eighth Amend-
ment concerns.   

 

 

 

 
... Cont. pg  28…    ...  
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...From pg 25...  

 

By simply transforming the affected sentences 
to life with parole terms, those laws avoid the 
Miller issues associated with the earlier sentenc-
es.  (See Montgomery, supra, 577 U.S. at p. ___ 
[136 S.Ct. at p. 736] [identifying Wyo.Stat.Ann. § 
6–10–301(c), which provides that juvenile 
offenders sentenced to life terms shall receive 
parole hearings after 25 years of incarceration, 
as an example of an adequate response to Mil-
ler]; People v. Franklin, supra, 63 Cal.4th at pp. 
278-280 [finding Miller issues moot with regard 
to defendants subject to § 3051, subd. (b)(1)-
(3), which provides for parole hearings for cer-
tain juvenile offenders no later than their 25th 
year of incarceration].)  Section 1170(d)(2), by 

contrast — having been designed as a method 
to revisit lawfully imposed sentences of life 
without parole — provides only a selective and 
qualified remedy, the application of which is 
ultimately premised on an inquiry that may, but 
does not necessarily, overlap with the one de-
manded under Miller.  

 

   The Court distinguished In re Gandolfo before con-
cluding that habeas relief here was necessary. 
 

The situation here does not resemble that in-
volved in In re Gandolfo, supra, 36 Cal.3d 889, 
upon which the Court of Appeal relied in charac-
terizing section 1170(d)(2) as an adequate rem-
edy at law.  There, we determined that the pro-
visions of the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act (Welf. 
& Inst. Code, § 5000 et seq.) providing for peri-
odic review of a conservatee’s placement were 
“well suited, in ordinary circumstances, to en-
forcing the right to an appropriately nonrestric-
tive environment.”  (Gandolfo, at p. 899.)  Given 
this scheme, we disallowed the routine use of 
habeas corpus proceedings to seek less restric-

tive conservatee placements, determining that 
such an overlap of remedies would “only invite 
a hopeless flood of cases which would wreak 
havoc on the ‘continuing jurisdiction’ of ap-
pointing courts.”  (Ibid.)  Here, by comparison, 
allowing petitioner and others in his position to 
obtain a Miller resentencing through habeas 
corpus proceedings would not undermine the 
proper functioning of any statutory procedure 
that is well suited to vindicate their right to a 
lawful sentence, because as determined above, 
section 1170(d)(2) is not such a scheme. 
 

The Court of Appeal sought to bridge the dis-
connects between the section 1170(d)(2) pro-
cess and the resentencing required under Miller 
by rewriting the statute to impose upon the 

People the burden “of showing [in § 1170
(d)(2) proceedings] that the defendant is 
one of the rare individuals for whom no 
possibility of parole should be provided.”  
We decline to so transform the section 
1170(d)(2) process into something different 
from what the Legislature intended — 
namely, an avenue for recalling lawfully 
issued sentences of life without parole, and 
potentially resentencing defendants to 
terms that incorporate an the opportunity 
for parole.  We consider it preferable to 

simply recognize that the possibility that a re-
sentencing that accounts for the Miller factors 
will occur under section 1170(d)(2) does not 
represent an adequate substitute for the timely 
and certain resentencing hearings that Miller, 
supra, 567 U.S. ___ [132 S.Ct. 2455], and Mont-
gomery, supra, 577 U.S. ___ [136 S.Ct. 718] re-
quire for persons who, like petitioner, were sen-
tenced without the appropriate consideration of 
factors bearing on their youth at the time of 
their offense, and the relationship of those fac-
tors to proportionate punishment. 
 

III.  DISPOSITION 

The judgment of the Court of Appeal is reversed 
and the matter remanded to the Court of Ap-
peal with instructions to affirm the order of the 
superior court granting habeas corpus relief and 
to remand the matter to the superior court for a 
resentencing hearing consistent with Montgom-
ery, supra, 136 S.Ct. 718, Miller, supra, 132 S.Ct. 
2455, and Gutierrez, supra, 58 Cal.4th 1354. 
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         PROP. 36 CASES  
INTENDING TO CAUSE GBI BARS PROP. 36      

RELIEF 
 

People v. Aubrey Bryant 
CA 2(5); B270193  

April 19, 2017 
   Aubrey Bryant, was convicted in 2000 of willfully in-
flicting corporal injury on a cohabitant.  (PC, former § 
273.5, subd. (a); Stats. 1996, ch. 1077, § 16, pp. 7306-
7308.)  Defendant admitted an allegation he had sus-
tained two prior violent felony convictions within the 
meaning of sections 667, subdivision (d) and 1170.12, 
subdivision (b) was true.  He was sentenced to 25 years 
to life in state prison.   
   
   On December 12, 2012, defendant filed Prop. 36 re-
sentencing petition.  The trial court denied the peti-
tion.  The trial court found defendant was ineligible for 
resentencing because, during the commission of the 
current offense, he intended to cause great bodily inju-
ry to the victim.  (§§ 667, subd. (e)(2)(C)(iii), 1170.12, 
subd. (c)(2)(C)(iii), 1170.126, subd. (e)(2).)  The Court of 
Appeal affirmed the denial order. 
 

   Bryant argued that it was error to rest the eligibility deter-
mination on an independent factual finding based on a pre-
ponderance of the evidence.  He did not challenge the suffi-
ciency of the record to support the trial court’s finding if the 
trial court did not so err.  He thus in effect concedes that the 
trial court’s independent factual findings, if proper, support-
ed a reasonable inference defendant intended to cause great 
bodily injury to the victim. 

   

   The trial court did not err.  The trial court properly 
considered the published opinion on appeal and trial 
testimony.  (People v. Burnes (2015) 242 Cal.App.4th 
1452, 1458 [“relevant, reliable, admissible portions of 
the record of conviction”] 1459-1460 [but not a proba-
tion report]. 
 

   Further, the trial court properly made an independent fac-
tual finding.  [Citations.]  The trial court properly based its 
factual finding on a preponderance of the evidence.  (Evid. 
Code, § 115; People v. Osuna, supra, 225 Cal.App.4th at p. 
1040; see People v. Newman, supra, 2 Cal.App.5th at pp. 720, 
727-732; People v. Frierson, supra, Cal.App.5th at pp. 793-
794; see also People v. Blakely, supra, 225 Cal.App.4th at p. 
1059 [“We reject defendant’s claim that an inmate seeking 
resentencing pursuant to section 1170.126 has a Sixth 
Amendment right to a jury determination, beyond a reasona-

ble doubt, on the question of conduct constituting a disquali-
fying factor....”] 
 

III.  DISPOSITION 
 

 The order denying defendant’s resentencing petition 
is affirmed. 
 

HIDDEN GUN UNDER BED NOT PROTECTED BY 
EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY, FOR PROP. 36 PUR-

POSES 
 

People v. Tommy Haro 
CA3(2); B268143  

February 6, 2017 
   Tommy Haro appealed an order denying his petition 
for resentencing under Prop.36.  The Court of Appeal 
concluded, among other things, that the trial court did 
not err by denying his petition because he was armed 
with a firearm during the commission of his 2002 
offense of possession of a firearm by a felon.  (Former 
§ 12021, subd. (a)(1).) 
 

On February 21, 2002, Police Officer Juan Mata 
conducted a parole search at a residence.  The 
person “subject to the search” was a woman 
named Patricia.  Mata searched the house, went 
to the garage four or five feet from the house, 
and conducted a pat-down search of Haro, a fel-
on.  Mata opened a cabinet in the garage and 
discovered an object wrapped in a blue towel 
shaped like a rifle.  He unraveled the towel and 
discovered a blue bandana.  He unwrapped the 
bandana and found a Mosburg 12-gauge shot-
gun.  He “observed men’s clothing inside the 
cabinet and concluded [Haro] was the sole occu-
pant of the garage.”  
 

Haro filed a motion to suppress.  He claimed “he 
had an expectation of privacy in the garage be-
cause it was his living quarters [and] he had ex-
clusive control of the 
cabinet where the 
shotgun was recov-
ered . . . .”  The trial 
court denied the mo-
tion. 
  
After a bench trial, 
Haro was found guilty 
of possession of a fire-
arm by a felon (Former 
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§ 12021, subd. (a)(1)) (count 1) and other 
offenses.  Because of his conviction on count 1, 
he fell within the purview of the three strikes 
law and was sentenced to an indeterminate 25-
years-to-life term.  We affirmed the conviction. 
  
In 2012, Haro filed a “petition for recall of sen-
tence.”  He claimed, among other things, that 
his 2002 conviction for possession of a firearm 
by a felon qualified for resentencing under sec-
tion 1170.126.  
 

The trial court denied the petition.  It said, “[B]
ased on the record . . . [Haro] was armed with a 
firearm when he committed [the offense].”  

 

   Haro contended unsuccessfully that the trial court erred in 
finding that he was armed with a firearm.   
 

“[A]n inmate is disqualified from resentencing 
if . . . ‘[d]uring the commission of the current 
offense, the defendant used a firearm, was 
armed with a firearm or deadly weapon, or in-
tended to cause great bodily injury to another 
person.’”  (People v. Osuna, supra, 225 
Cal.App.4th at p. 1029.)  “‘[A]rmed with a fire-
arm’ has been statutorily defined and judicially 
construed to mean having a firearm available for 
use, either offensively or defensively.”  (Ibid.)  
 

Haro claims having a firearm available for use 
during his unlawful possession of a firearm 
offense (former § 12021) does not render him 
ineligible for resentencing.  Appellate courts 
have rejected this contention.  In Osuna, the 
court said the Act “disqualifies an inmate from 

resentencing if he or she was armed with a fire-
arm during the unlawful possession of that fire-
arm.”  (People v. Osuna, supra, 225 Cal.App.4th 
at p. 1032.)  “[A] defendant is armed with a 
weapon even though it is not carried on his per-
son, when he is aware it is hidden in a place 
readily accessible to him.”  (People v. White 
(2016) 243 Cal.App.4th 1354, 1362.)  Such plac-
es may include a shelf or a bedroom in a resi-
dence.  (Ibid.)  
 

 As the People note here, evidence in the trial 
record shows Haro hid the gun in his residence.  
In our decision affirming his conviction, we said 
Haro claimed “he had an expectation of privacy 
in the garage because it was his living quarters 
[and] he had exclusive control of the cabinet 
where the shotgun was recovered . . . .”  The 
trial record also shows that he was in the garage 
at the time of the search.  The weapon was 
“hidden in a place readily accessible to 
him.”  (People v. White, supra, 243 Cal.App.4th 
at p. 1362.)  
 

In a petition for rehearing, Haro claims we 
should not have cited language from our prior 
appellate opinion about facts he stated in an 
unsuccessful motion to suppress evidence.  But 
that is part of the case history.  Moreover, as 
already mentioned, the trial court’s findings also 
are supported by additional facts in the trial 
court record. 
 

We have reviewed Haro’s remaining conten-
tions and we conclude he has not shown 
grounds for reversal. 
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BOARD BUSINESS—SHORT WORK 

While usually held over a two-day period, of late the monthly Executive Board Meeting of the BPH, 

the board’s monthly business meetings, have been so brief that in May the entire meeting was held 

in less than an hour on one day.  April’s meeting was only slightly longer, covering not quite 4 hours 

over the two-day period. 

Needless to say, there was not much to report from such brief meetings, other than the en banc re-

sults, listed elsewhere in this issue.  And while the April business meeting itself was brief, the re-

mainder of the week was consumed with training for BPH commissioners on a variety of subjects 

from Decision Fatigue to presentations on the impact of Prop. 57 and the new credits available to 

lifers. 

Perhaps the most interesting item from May was the monthly statistical report by Dr. Cliff Kusaj, 

head of the Forensic Assessment Division.  Kusaj reported that the FAD was on track to complete 

and deliver CRAs to inmates 60 days ahead of their hearings in 90% of the cases and 90 days 

ahead of the hearing date 40% of the time.  Yes, we know the figures don’t make a lot of sense, but 

consider the source. 

Also of interest was a presentation by DAPO on “Lifer Responsivity,” something of a recap of what 

CDCR and DAPO have learned (after considerable tutoring and a good deal of mentoring by advo-

cates, we might add), about the characteristics of lifers, both in prison and on parole.  Those charac-

teristics?  

 Lifers must and do figure out how to actually live their ‘real’ lives in prison 

 They tend to ‘do time’ differently than non-lifers 

Reported by Jon Stern, Chief Deputy Regional Administrator of the San Diego region, and one of 

LSA/CLN’s favorite DAPO personalities (forward thinking, knowledgeable about lifers, ready to help), 

the presentation informed the commissioners of some of the specialized programs now available for 

paroling lifer through DAPO.  Stern also recounted a few notable facts about lifers in prison: 

* California has one quarter of the nation’s lifer population 

* Homicide is the dominate pathway to a life sentence 

* Life sentences were originally limited to those most serious crimes 

* Lifers are programmers 

Overall, in the United States, just over 64% of those serving a life 

sentence have been convicted of homicide, but currently over 

10,000 men and women are serving life sentences for a current 

nonviolent commitment offense, including 2,500 for drug convictions 

and 5,400 for property crimes.  Stern also outlined some of DAPO’s 

programs targeting lifers, in particular the Transitional Housing Pro-

gram (transitional housing aimed at paroling lifers) and the Peer 

Reentry Navigation Network, a mentor programs that encourages 

and assists well performing paroled lifers to go back into prisons to 

encourage and help those still seeking parole. 
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In line with the rapid BPH meetings of late, the 

slate of en banc hearings has also been slim.  

Less than a dozen considerations over a 2-month 

span makes for short meetings. 

A pair of long-released inmates came to plead 

their case before the BPH, hoping to gain that 

body’s positive recommendation to the Governor 

in their quest for pardons.  And for the first time, 

there was opposition, though nominal, to one 

such request.   

In April Adam Jeffers requested recommendation 

from the BPH for his pardon application; in May, a 

similar request was made by Michael Bruno.  

While both applications were forwarded to the 

Governor with positive recommendations, in an 

unusual move the San Diego DA’s office opposed 

the pardon of Jeffers, offering no particular rea-

son.   

Compassionate release, sought by a trio of pris-

oners, was resolved in a definitely mixed bag 

manner.  In April Fahim Multani was denied recall 

of sentence under the 1170 (e) statute, based on 

continuing concerns with victim issues and, ac-

cording to the DA’s office, his involvement in ex-

treme religious practices.  In addition to opposi-

tion from the DA’s office, Multani was the subject 

of a letter from his victim, theatrically read into the 

record by a member of a victim’s rights group, 

representing the victim. 

In May Aaron Grice was recommended for recall 

of sentence due to terminal illness, with no speak-

ers for or against.  However, the scheduled re-

quest for compassionate release by Antonio 

Cordero was taken off calendar because 

Cordero died during the waiting time needed to 

get his case on calendar. 

In April, a referral to en banc by BPH legal coun-

sel, reasons unspecified and no speakers for or 

against, led to the board vacating a grant of pa-

role to Ernesto Serrano, with a new hearing to be 

scheduled.  Also, placed on calendar at the last 

minute by the Chief Counsel was the case of Joe 

Lopez, granted parole in December, but ac-

cused of misconduct in April, that purported to 

show he remained a risk to the public.  The board 

voted to refer the grant for a rescission hearing.  

Had not Lopez’ case made it onto the April Calen-

dar of en banc hearings, he would have been re-

leased before his alleged misconduct would have 

been considered and acted on. 

 Members of the respective parole panels in April 

referred two decisions for en banc review, Mark 

Muszynski and Mark Radke.  In both cases the 

en banc decision was to vacate the previous deci-

sions, though in Muszynski’s case the ousted deci-

sion was a denial, while in Radke’s case, the deci-

sion vacated had been a grant.   

Both will have new hearings scheduled.  In both 

cases, release of the inmates was unsurprisingly 

opposed by the DAs from their respective counties, 

and in Radke’s situation his parole was also op-

posed by several victim’s family members and fea-

tured another effusive reading of a victim letter.  

At the April meeting the board considered the situ-

ation of August Julian, granted parole but referred 

for en banc by the Governor.  The board voted to 

hold a rescission hearing to reconsider the nature 

of the crime and Julian’s insight into the reasons.  

The LA County DA’s office asserted Julian had 

threatened his attorney, an action which the DA 

claimed would have a ‘chilling effect’ on all attor-

neys. 

The Governor also referred two inmates back to en 
banc in May, Kevin Dunkelburger and Jermaine 
Pina.  Dunkelburger ’s grant was affirmed, sup-
ported by his attorney Kate Brosgart, and opposed 
by a victim’s group representative.  Pina, repre-
sented by Charles Carbone, saw his date referred 
to a rescission hearing, after Carbone requested 
the board investigate the reliability of confidential 
information offered against Pina.   

EN BANC CONSIDERATIONS 
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It’s been a pretty full legislative session 

so far, with several bills that would 

sought to extend certain sentencing con-

siderations, others that aimed to reign in 

some of the gains hopefully made by the 

passage of Prop. 57 and other recent 

changes, and a few that hoped to codify 

some of the recent gains currently oper-

ating on an agreement or policy stand-

ard.  And it’s been a mixed bag, so far. 

Some bills, such as SB 394 that would 

automatically send LWOP inmates who 

were under 18 at the time of their crime 

to parole hearings after 25 years, and 

AB 1308 that would extend YOPH con-

siderations to those “25 years of age or 

younger” at the time of the crime, are 

moving along successfully.  Others, that 

had great potential impact and worth, 

aren’t faring so well, with at least two 

falling victim to the dreaded ‘gut and 

amend’ process, thus becoming worth-

less. 

Latest to succumb to this was SB 343, 

which had hoped to provide additional 

parole relief to aging and ill inmates; the 

bill now addresses tank farm clean up.  

Go figure.  In previous weeks, AB 1065, 

which originally would have increased 

‘gate money’ for released prisoners from 

$200 to $300, was also essentially gut-

ted, now not only allowing the amount to 

remain at $200, but giving CDCR an 

additional 5 days to turn over all a pris-

oner’s monies to them. 

However, life, and bills, go on, and here-

with is the latest (as of press time for 

CLN) situation of several bills worth 

watching (please keep in mind, the sta-

tus of any bill can change from day to 

day): 

AB 335: (Would codify the 35-mile parol-

ee placement exclusion allowed victims 

of certain crimes and adds to the list of 

crimes for which this exclusion would be 

available; primarily sex offenses). This 

bill passed out of Assembly and is in the 

committee process in the Senate, a 

hearing in Senate Public Safety Commit-

tee is slated for June 13. We oppose this 

bill.   

AB 610: (Would require CDCR to initiate 

an outreach effort to find victims of 

crimes who are not currently registered, 

so that they may be notified of upcoming 

hearings or releases). This bill is still in 

the committee process and appears to 

be stalled. We oppose this bill. 

AB 620: (4 year pilot program to provide 

trauma therapy and treatment to in-

mates) is currently in Assembly Appro-

priations Committee Suspense file, wait-

ing approval of a state budget. It cleared 

the Public Safety Committee handily. 

We support this bill. 

AB 1065: Originally this bill would have 

increased the gate money given inmates 

on release from prison from the $200 to 

$300. However, it was lately amended to 

retain the $200 amount, with additional 

amendments declaring anyone who ab-

sconded would not receive any monies 

owed and allowing the state an addition-

al 5 days to make the payment. While 

the bill cleared the committee without a 

single no vote now awaits readings and 

votes on the Assembly floor, we consid-

er this bill, as amended, to be worthless. 

AB 1308: (Extends the provision of 

Youth Offender Parole Hearings to those 

who were under 25 at the time of the 

crime.) This bill, which extends YOPH 

consideration be 2 years, is now in the 

Senate committee process, expected to 

be referred to Senate Public Safety. It 

cleared the Assembly floor, largely along 

party line votes. We support this bill. 

AB 1448: (Would codify the elderly pa-

role process, making it a law rather than 

simply an agreement). The Elderly pa-

role bill, which does not change the cur-

rent elderly parole qualifications of 60 

years or older and 25 years of incarcera-

tion, also exempts from elderly parole 

consideration 3rd Strikers, LWOP in-

mates, and those convicted of killing a 

policeman or former policeman. It 

passed out of the committee process 

and now awaits a floor vote. We support 

the bill, but opposed the amendments. 

SB 26: (Would allow those convicted of 

a sex offense to enter school grounds on 

election days for the express purpose of 

casting a vote). We support this bill, cur-

rently in Senate Appropriations sus-

pense file. 

SB 343: (Inmates 70 years could petition 

for release, those 70 years and older 

with chronic and debilitating medical 

conditions to be moved to a medical fa-

cility, and those 60 and older with chron-

ic debilitating medical conditions to peti-

tion CDCR for consideration of release 

on parole). This bill has been gutted and 

now addresses a completely different 

issue. It no longer merits review. 

SB 394: (Would allow those sentenced 

to LWOP for crimes committed before 

the age of 18 to be automatically seen 

by the Board of Parole Hearings after 25 

years of incarceration. This bill passed 

the Senate floor, and is now in the As-

sembly committee process awaiting as-

signment to committee, expected to be 

Assembly Public Safety. No date yet set 

for a vote; we support this bill. 

SB 421: (Creates a tiered registration 

system for sex offenders, with registra-

tion lengths based on severity of crime 

and age at conviction, among other 

facts) This bill passed the Senate floor, 

and is waiting committee assignment in 

the Assembly.  We support this bill. 

SB 620: (Would allow the court to strike 

firearm enhancements, in certain cases). 

This bill passed the Senate floor and has 

been referred to the Assembly Public 

Safety Committee, with action there 

pending. We support this bill, which 

passed the floor along party lines. 

SB 676: (Would have expanded the list 
of crimes considered violent for the pur-
poses of parole consideration; a reaction 
to the passage of Prop. 57). This bill 
failed to be 

passed out of 
committee and is 
now dead. 

BILL UPDATE 
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KERNAN WEIGHS IN ON PROP. 57 

Although it’s been several months since Prop. 57 

was passed and even some time since the initial 

regulations implementing the changes were re-

leased, we continue to be flooded with questions 

from inmates, lifers and DSL inmates, on how 

Prop. 57 will, or won’t, impact them.  To all of 

which, we can only say, we can’t tell you case by 

case. 

Yes, lifers will be impacted to some degree by 

credit earning ability; no for the most part their sen-

tences won’t be substantially reduced, nor will they 

be released.  And no, like it or not, right or not, 

misleading or not, Prop. 57 does NOT apply to 

third strikers, at least under the current version of 

the implementing regs.  

For those who may not have had the opportunity to 

see and/or hear CDCR Sec. Scott Kernan on Prop. 

57, we are reprinting sections from his printed 

message, available on the CDCR website—if you 

have access (and we won’t ask how) to the inter-

net.  

 Kernan’s message was prepared toward the end 

of 2016, shortly after Prop. 57 passed at the polls. 

In part that message says: 

And while I can relate to feelings of apprehension 

when it comes to change, I do believe – as with so 

much of the change to the state’s criminal justice 

system in the last five years – we will work through 

it together and we will recognize the opportunities 

it creates.  As a law enforcement agency, there is 

no place for political rhetoric or displays within our 

prisons or anywhere in our facilities and we must 

maintain our professionalism. 

Proposition 57 does three things: 

* It changes the law to allow judges, not district 

attorneys, to decide if a juvenile is tried as 

an adult. 

* It allows an inmate serving a term for a non-

violent offense to serve the full base term of 

his/her primary offense, exclusive of en-

hancements or alternative sentences, and 

be eligible for parole consideration by the 

Board of Parole Hearings.  “Eligible for pa-

role consideration” is the key phrase be-

cause an inmate must display sustained 

progress while in prison, and demonstrate 

to the board that he or she is not a threat to 

public safety.  That is a high bar that re-

quires individual accountability.  It is also 

important to stress that Proposition 57 does 

not change the Penal Code in regards to 

what crimes are considered non-violent. 

* Lastly, it gives the correctional professionals 

in our department the ability to award cred-

its to inmates for good behavior and for 

completion of meaningful programs and I 

must certify that such achievement and 

awarding of credits enhances public safety. 

Proposition 57 to me is about individual accounta-

bility, behavior and achievement.  It gives hope to 

the hopeless that they can change.  Through that 

change, we can enhance public safety and prevent 

innocent people from being victimized, we can 

minimize costly court oversight, and we can take 

resources we currently spend on incarcerating 

people and divert that money to other public pur-

poses.  It is also my hope that these changes will 

improve the prison environment and the safety of 

our employees. 

I know there are a lot of questions from staff, in-

mates, and our diverse stakeholders on the details 

of implementation.  We are working with the ad-

ministration and stakeholders to identify the many 

options, develop regulations, take public comment, 
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and follow the regulatory process through comple-

tion.  There is no set date yet to conclude this work.  

Public safety is the highest priority.  We will com-

municate developments to the field as we work 

through them. 

In the meantime, I think the message to all individu-

als under our supervision, their families, and other 

interested stakeholders is that behavior and pro-

gram participation/achievement will be the underly-

ing core of the Proposition 57 regulations. 

Additionally, the regs themselves include the fol-

lowing provisions: 

“Parole Consideration for Determinately-Sentenced 

Non-Violent Offenders. 

Section 2449.1 Definitions. 

For the purposes of this article the following defini-

tions will apply: 

(a) A Nonviolent Offender is an inmate who is 

not any of the following: 

(1) Condemned, incarcerated for a term of 

life without the possibility of parole, or 

incarcerated with a term of life with the 

possibility of parole. 

(2) Serving a term of incarceration for a 

“violent felony;” or 

(3) Convicted of a sexual offense that re-

quires registration as a Sex Offender un-

der Penal Code section 290. 

(b) A “Nonviolent Offender” includes the follow-

ing: 

(1) An inmate who has completed a determi-

nate term of incarceration for a violent 

felony and is currently serving a concur-

rent term for a nonviolent felony offense 

(2) An inmate who has completed a determi-

nate or indeterminate term of incarcera-

tion and is currently serving a determi-

nate term for a non-violent in-prison of-

fense 

(c) “Violent Felony” is a crime or enhancement 

as defined in Penal Code section 667.5 sub-

division (c). 

(d) “Primary offense” means the single crime for 

which any sentencing court imposed the 

longest term of imprisonment, excluding all 

enhancements, alternative sentences and 

consecutive sentences. 

(e)“Full Term” means the actual number of 

years imposed by the sentencing court for 

the inmate’s primary offense, not including 

any sentencing credits. 

(f) A “Nonviolent Parole Eligibility Date” is the 

date on which an inmate who qualifies as a 

nonviolent offender has served the full term 

of his or her primary offense, less pre-

sentence credits applied by the sentencing 

court for time served under Penal Code 

2900.5 and any time spent in custody be-

tween sentencing and the date is received 

by the department. 

Like Kernan, we know there remain many ques-

tions from inmates and families on who and how 

Prop. 57 will impact.  Not to mention considerable 

consternation and dismay over who is currently ex-

cluded from some of those regulations.  If you have 

questions on your particular situation, sorry to say, 

your counselor is probably the place to turn.  The 

current regs were adopted on an emergency basis 

and are still the subject of great debate and discus-

sion—but right now, this is what we’re operating 

under. 

If you want the full regulations, check your insti-

tutions’ library, or if that doesn’t work, send 

us a query and a stamp, and we’ll send you 

a reprint.  But we aren’t clairvoyant, don’t 

know the particulars of each inmates’ situa-

tion and can’t tell you whether or not you, 

individually and personally, will be helped by 

Prop. 57.  
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COMMISSINER GARNER TO RETIRE 

Commissioner Jack Garner, currently the senior member among BPH commissioners, is retiring after a 

remarkable 12-year stint as a parole commissioner.  Garner, first appointed to the BPH by then-Governor 

Arnold Schwarzenegger in 2005, was reappointed several times, by both Schwarzenegger and current 

Governor Jerry Brown. 

Although the announcement of Garner’s impending departure from the BPH gave no specific date, BPH 

Executive Director Jennifer Shaffer, in making the announcement, noted the Board’s June Executive 

Meeting would be Garner’s last.  In his nearly 12 years as a commissioner Schaffer estimated Garner 

had presided at roughly 4,000 hearings and may be the longest serving commissioner in the BPH’s 

lifespan. 

Several fellow commissioners spoke in appreciation of Garner’s mentorship when new members arrived 

at the BPH, and to his commitment to civility for all parties.  Although we certainly did not always agree 

with Garner’s decisions, his demeanor was always appreciated and his willingness to allow prisoners to 

tell their story and try to provide them with considered and realistic advice was appreciated.   

Garner’s departure leaves yet another vacancy on the board, now down to 13 members for an authorized 
number of 15.  Gov. Brown thus has two empty slots to fill, as well as several current commissioners up 
for reappointment—or not.  As the Governor makes his selections, we’ll 
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LSA/CLN is now nearly 18 months into presen-

tations of The Amends Project workshop, and 

have issued well over 100 certificates, with 

several hundred more apology letters in the 

process.  And it is a process. 

Increasingly, we receive amends letters from 

those who haven’t attend-

ed the workshop, but who 

assure us they’ve read all 

the written material pro-

vided in that workshop, 

and would like us to con-

sider their letter.  Sorry.  

One of the primary re-

quirements is participa-

tion in the workshop.  

Like many self-help 

groups, the real sub-

stance of the program is 

found in the conversation 

and interaction in the 

group, the written materi-

al serving as reminders and memory joggers 

to that person-to-person substance. 

Here’s the process: we present the work-

shop, at the invitation of any ILTAG that 

would like to have us appear, the corre-

spondence portion of the letters begins, and, 

eventually, a successful amends and apology 

letter is usually produced by a prisoner, re-

sulting in the issuance of a Certificate of 

Achievement.  Note the start of the process: 

attend the workshop.  It starts there, and yes, 

we do keep records of who attends. 

If you submit a letter without attending the 

workshop, please know we will return the let-

ter to you, unedited or reviewed.  Even if you 

copy the enrollment forms and talk with those 

who did attend.  It’s very important that we re-

tain the integrity of the Amends Project, which 

starts with attendance at the workshop. 

If we haven’t been to your 

institution yet, or if we 

have, but you missed the 

workshop, invite us 

again.  We’re prepared to 

travel to any prison 

(sometimes the logistics 

take a while to arrange), 

as many times as neces-

sary to present Amends 

to any and all inmates 

who would like to partici-

pate.  Send us contact 

information for your ILT-

AG sponsor (not just a 

name, please give us an email or phone num-

ber) or give that sponsor our contact infor-

mation: 

lifesupportalliance@gmail.com; PO BOX 277, 

Rancho Cordova, Ca. 95741, (916) 402-3750. 

Presenting The Amends Project is one of our 
favorite activities, interaction with lifers always 
recharges our batteries.  But you have to 

abide by the rules to play. 

AMENDS UPDATE 

YA GOTTA TAKE THE WORKSHOP 

mailto:lifesupportalliance@gmail.com
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Paid advertisements in California Lifer Newsletter 

are an important source of revenue for this publica-

tion, a source that helps us keep the subscription 

rate for prisoners as low as possible.  And we try to 

vet those advertisers, to be sure they are legit, offer 

positive services to prisoners. 

We’ve turned down some possible advertisers, 

don’t, as policy, accept ads from pen pal services, 

salacious photo providers or other ‘services’ that 

might be questionable.  Does that sometimes hurt 

our finances?  Possibly.  But we’re very serious 

here, about our mission, what we can offer inmates 

and what we know to be of positive value and influ-

ence. 

Once or twice subscribers have contacted us about 

an issue with an advertiser, and we’ve intervened, 

to the best of our ability, to resolve the situation.  

And those problems  we’ve been contacted about 

have been resolved.  One of the criteria for adver-

tising in CLN is that the advertiser is prepared to 

address the particulars of lifers in California, not just 

a blanket nation-wide service. 

Each state is different, especially in regard to what 

constitutes a life sentence, possible parole and oth-

er lifer issues.  California is pretty much in a class 

by itself, insofar as life sentences, parole possibility 

and requirements are concerned.  So, it pays to 

check out those out-of-state, or national organiza-

tions that offer to provide you with your California 

prison issues. 

Recently an inmate contacted us to relate his expe-

rience with the National Clemency Project, offering 

to provide, according to their website, “build a total, 

professional and impressive [clemency] application 

packet based on information collected from the ap-

plicant and his or her family and acquaintances,” for 

a fee.  All well and good, and the company notes, 

“The fact that our offices are located in Florida has 

never hindered our organization from assisting in-

mates in most states.”  Possibly. 

All of this to say, the inmate who contacted us had 

a less than stellar experience, his application sent 

to him months later, with entirely incorrect personal 

information.  More distressing, he has yet to be able 

to retrieve from the Florida company, irreplaceable, 

original copies of documents spanning his nearly 3 

decades of incarceration—all in California prisons. 

While there is little we can do to assist this inmate, 

although we did offer some suggestions, we note 

this as an alert to all inmates.  Be cautious when 

you begin dealing with any company (not to call 

NCP out alone) that promises to provide you a ser-

vice related to California lifers or parole, if they 

aren’t located in California.  One size does not fit 

all, especially in legal matters, and more especially 

in California legal matters.   

Even for inmates, caveat emptor (buyer beware) 
remains the watchword.  

BUYER BEWARE 
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NEW DAPO HEAD—AGAIN  

It was just a year ago, that Governor Brown’s 

then-newly appointed Director of the Division of 

Adult Parole Operations (DAPO) was not only 

appointed, but confirmed in public meetings that 

he had made a personal commitment to the Gov-

ernor to stay in the position ‘for several years.’  

Fast forward, 12 months, and there is, again, a 

new head of DAPO, albeit this one made without, 

so far, the assurance of long-term commitment. 

In fact, the new Director, Jerry Powers, late of the 

LA County Probation Department, comes to his 

new state office (salary, $155K 

per year, and must be ap-

proved by the Senate) after a 

self-imposed vacation of just 

over a year, following his resig-

nation as head of the LA proba-

tion department.  That resigna-

tion came about 3 years after 

his appointment and amid 

charges of an inappropriate re-

lationship (over familiarity?) 

with his chief assistant at LA 

County.   

Powers, a Modesto resident, served as head of 

the Stanislaus County Probation Department and 

has experience in San Diego probation, among 

others venues.  During his tenure in LA Powers 

was allowed to commute to and from his Modes-

to residence, staying during the week in an LA 

area hotel.  Although there is no report on wheth-

er or not he will retain his Modesto residence 

while heading DAPO, at least the commute 

would be shorter. 

It’s been a rocky few years for DAPO, the divi-

sion of CDCR that monitors and supervises those 

former state inmates on state parole supervision.  

With a long reputation of trying to find ways to re-

arrest and lock up parolees, change in earnest 

started at DAPO in 2012, when Brown appointed 

Dan Stone to lead DAPO.   

Stone started the culture change toward rehabili-

tation and support rather than violate and re-

arrest and made significant changes and im-

provements at DAPO, though not all the changes 

were welcomed by field agents.  But the chang-

es, by in large, remain, and were further promot-

ed after Stone’s departure by the temporary lead-

ership of his deputy, Bobby Haas.   

Haas’ tenure, however, was rather short, and he 

retired from DAPO about the time Stone’s perma-

nent (?) replacement, Vierra 

Rosa, he of the ‘I promised to 

stay for some time’ statement, 

was appointed by Brown.  But 

within months, well before he 

was required to be confirmed 

by the Senate, rumors of Vierra 

Rosa’s impending departure 

began to circulate, soon 

enough to be proven true, as 

the erst-while director left 

DAPO for what are reported to 

be significantly greener pas-

tures, financially, in the education profession. 

Vierra Rosa’s temporary replacement was his 

Deputy, Jeff Green, who continued to promote 

and introduce rehabilitative-based changes and 

procedures to DAPO.  Last word was that Green 

remains in the Deputy Director position, at least 

providing some continuity for those programs and 

changes affecting parolees, including the lifer-

specific parole agent program. 

In his time at LA County Probation Powers 

earned a reputation for supporting reform includ-

ing rehabilitation for prisoners and former prison-

ers and discipline standards among his staff, not 

always currying favor among that staff.  Those 

are the same factors Powers is likely to face in 

his new position, but it appears he’ll have more 
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support from his superiors in Sacramento (read the Governor) than he did in LA, where county su-

pervisors couldn’t seem to decide if they wanted to support needed reforms or stroke the law en-

forcement unions. 

Whatever the outcome, LSA/CLN has requested a meeting with the new Director, now some 2 
months in office, to ask his outlook, vision and plans for DAPO going forward.  A big part of our in-
quiry will be how well he understands the differences between lifers and run-of-the-mill parolees, 
those with a recidivism rate still approaching 50%.  To our mind, his understanding of the unique 
characteristics of lifers, their needs and abilities, and his willingness to continue supporting both re-
habilitation and reentry, will be crucial to our support.  

DECISION REVIEW; 120 IS THE MAX 

We’ve previously noted the potential benefits of requesting a Decision 

Review after a parole denial; the BPH legal team can suggest a new 

hearing, or, in the case of long denial lengths, reduce that denial time.  

They cannot, on their own motion, grant parole, but can, if circumstanc-

es warrant, suggest the denial be vacated and a new hearing held. 

And we noted, anyone can ask for this process, including prisoners.  

And lastly, there is a time frame, 120 days from the date of the hearing.  

It’ this last bit that needs further definition.  The BPH legal team has 

reached out to LSA/CLN to ask us to be sure inmates understand the 

120-day time frame includes both the review and any action that might 

need to be taken. 

In other words, don’t wait to send the request for a decision review until 

Day 118 after your hearing.  The BPH legal team must have time to review the decision and decide if 

action is warranted, including getting such action (if a decision need to be vacated) within the 120-day 

legal time limit for a decision to become final. 

Should you wait until you receive the transcripts, about 30 days out from the hearing?  Yes, probably so, 

as that’s where you’ll be able to lay out your case for issues you feel were improperly dealt with.  But 

once you get that transcript, the request for a Decision Review, including your enumerated concerns, 

should be your priority until that request is mailed to the BPH. 

In terms of how long it takes BPH to review the request, that depends on many factors, but suffice to 

say, the board’s legal time doesn’t waste time or dally around until the time frame is exhausted; we’re 

not talking about 602s here.  So perhaps it would be useful to consider it this way: it takes 30 days to get 

a transcript after a hearing, give the BPH legal gurus another 30 days to review and request action.  

That still leaves you 60 days to get your request together and in the mail. 

And if you’re serious about getting that review, and any relief perhaps possible, then 60 days should be 
enough time. 
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FAMILY VISITS:  
UNDERWAY BUT STILL WAITING  

It’s now been a year since we’ve been reporting 

on the restoration of family visits for lifers and 

LWOPs, and there is some good news, some 

not so good news, and some why the heck isn’t 

there any news?  The good news: those visits 

have actually begun, with many families report-

ing on their first experiences. Overall the visits 

themselves have been positive, though the pro-

cess to get there has not been without issues 

and speed bumps along the way, and is still not 

finalized. 

The not so good news: under the regulations 

currently in use many lifers and LWOPs are ex-

cluded from such visits due to factors of either 

their original crime or long-ago disciplinary is-

sues.  Which leads to the ‘why the heck isn’t 

there any news’ area: new regulations. 

We’re all still waiting for those new regulations 

outlining those case and situation specifics that 

will preclude many from participating. Those up-

dated regs, which seem to be taking longer than 

the 10 Commandments to create, are, as of our 

publication date, still not complete.  Or in the 

words of our CDCR contacts, they are ‘still under 

consideration.’ 

And under the current regulations those who are 

disqualified due to a minor victim can’t be ap-

proved for family visiting with adults only 

(apparently there is no provision for that in cur-

rent regs).   

It’s been a painfully and frustratingly slow pro-

cess, but our contacts in CDCR, with whom we 

check every week on the progress of the pro-

cess, assure us that 1) they are working steadily 

on the reg changes, 2) in close cooperation with 

Secretary of Corrections Scott Kernan’s office on 

the changes and 3) as soon as the new regs are 

complete we will receive a copy. 

All of which we greatly both appreciate and an-

ticipate, but still begs the question—it’s been 

nearly a year; how long does it take?  Especial-

ly when we’re all very aware that for issues 

CDCR considers critical emergency regs have 

been known to appear in a matter of weeks.  

And while we aren’t putting family visiting in the 

category of emergency, it still comes back to a 

question of how long the process can be drawn 

out, why and for what purpose.   

 For anyone who has been denied family visits 

under the current regs, when the new guide-

lines come out, a new application must be sub-

mitted, as CDCR will not automatically go back 

and review past denials under the up-coming 

new guidelines. 

But more and more lifers, LWOPs and families 

are finally seeing their family visits scheduled 

and actually happening. Those who so far have 

had to opportunity to participate are almost uni-

versally ecstatic about the opportunity to spend 

real time with their family, and while the time is 

not without intrusions by CDCR (we’re still talk-

ing about a prison, remember) those appear to 

be mostly manageable. The ambiance in some 

locations may be lacking, but the prospect of 

real family 

times seems to 

overcome the 

lack of niceties. 

Most report the 

visiting units 

are clean and 

adequate, but 

could use 

some upgrades 
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in cooking utensils, and household items, as 

some routine maintenance. A word to the wise 

here: with the passage a few years ago of SB 

562, inmate MAC/WAC committees and each 

institution’s Inmate Family Council now has the 

opportunity to provide input on the use of In-

mate Welfare Funds spent by the institution, 

and items for family visiting units are allowable 

expenditures. 

The biggest problem reported is the process for 

night counts, where it appears inmates must not 

only answer the phone in the unit, but physically 

appear at the door to be counted—which makes 

for an interrupted sleep schedule for both the 

inmate and the visitors. But, again, we’re talking 

about a prison setting, so some discomfort and 

inconvenience is to be expected. 

Another concern is the menu selection available 

at many prisons, and the cost of food for the vis-

it.  Those on restricted or special diets seem to 

be having a hard time finding available options 

in the menus presented.  We’d like input on that, 

so if you can send a copy of the menu/price list 

from your institution, and any special dietary 

needs you may have that are not met by the of-

fered options, we’ll build a case 

for change. 

Wait times are also an issue, 

as many institutions have a 

small number of family visiting 

units available and, depending 

on the prison, demand for us-

age is greater than availability.  

This can only be addressed via 

funds in next year’s CDCR 

budget designated for rehabili-

tation, reclamation or construc-

tion of more units.  Those for-

mer family visiting units now 

used for storage may be able 

to be reclaimed rather quickly, 

by those repurposed for offices will not soon be 

given up and some are even uninhabitable. 

And while many of these issues, including lack 

of adequate numbers of visiting units for the 

newly-increased demand, were not unforeseen, 

the continued delay of new regulations on who 

qualifies for visits is both inexplicable and frus-

trating…July first will signal one year since the 

restoration of family visits for lifers was officially 

announced, and still no regs. Even for CDCR, 

that seems a bit excessive. 

We’re working on a list of the good, the bad and 

the really ugly, preparing to offer up to CDCR 

officials some feedback on the process and re-

sults. The first suggestion? Get those overdue 

regulation changes out to the end users—lifers 

and their families. 

Send information on the food issue to us, and if 
you need more information on how your institu-
tion’s MAC/WAC and Inmate Family Council can 
participate in decisions on expenditures from the 

Inmate Welfare Fund, write us, with “SB 562” on 
the envelope. 
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It would take more pages than CLN has available to list all the issues and elements LSA is tracking, re-

searching, studying and working on. All of which takes time and personnel, of which, like funds, we are 

in constant short supply. So we’re reaching out to you, our constituents, to help with some of that re-

search. 

You’ve got the raw data we need, and if you can send it our way, you’re helping yourself in the process. 

Here’s what we need that lifers can provide: 

 Comprehensive Risk Assessments 

 *For YOPH hearings 

 *For elderly hearings 

 *Where there are repeated errors of fact, or ‘he said/she said’ situations 

 *Have you filed a complaint with the Board of Psychology; result? 

 *Did you ask for a new CRA; result? 

 Information from parole hearings/transcripts 

 *YOPH or elderly factors were not given sufficient consideration 

 *Commissioners over-stepped bound 

 *Victims’ overstepped the bounds 

 *Confidential information was used to deny parole 

 *Claims of innocence were discounted 

 *Told you must debrief from gangs to be found suitable 

 *You and/or your attorney was inappropriately treated 

 Information on family visits 

 *Menus available for meals during family visits 

 *Denied based on minor-on-minor crime, old DV accusations 

 *Denied for decades old RVRs 

 *How are the visiting units; dilapidated or decent (Motel 6 quality?) 

 Have you noticed withdrawals from your trust account that you didn’t make? 

 Actions of state appointed attorneys 

 *Were you pressured to stipulate 

 *Did you receive an attorney visit at least 45 days ahead of hearing date 

 En banc hearings 

 *Did you receive notice your grant was being considered en banc 

 *When was your hearing, when was the en banc hearing, when were you notified 

For clarity, please don’t send transcripts—we need only your name, CDCR # and date of hearing to re-

quest transcripts by email (save yourself and us some postage!). But do tell us category of the problem 

that occurred at your hearing. However, we do appreciate receiving copies of CRAs, as those are not 

available to us; we’ll make a copy and return yours to you, if needed (please so indicate). Please point 

out the errors in the CRA and send us any documentation of your request for a new 

evaluation and/or complaint to the Board of Psychology about FAD clinicians. 

If you can send us a copy of the menu available for family visiting, that’s greatly ap-

preciated as well. Our concern here is with both the price of the items and the lack 

of variety, especially for those with restricted or special dietary needs (see story 

elsewhere in this issue). If money has been taken from your trust account and you 

IN THE WORKS 
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believe it was in error, please send documentation. 

Why do we want all this? Well, yes, we are nosey, but more importantly, these are some of the issues 

that are surfacing time and again and if we are to have an impact on them, we need the facts. Anecdo-

tal stories and ‘I heard of someone who…’ are not sufficient. We operate on actualities. 

Yes, there are a lot of issues we’re delving into; that’s what we do.  It’s also one of the reasons we can’t 

become advocates for any one individual lifer, as many ask us to do, join them in their personal battle 

against some action or practice of CDCR.  It isn’t that we find those individual appeals without merit 

(well, some of them are just plain bizarre), but we are few working for the betterment of many and we 

must channel our efforts on those issues that impact lifers as a class. 

Please send your information and documentation to: LSA, PO Box 277, Rancho Cordova, Ca. 95741. If 

we need to make copies of your documents and send the originals back to you, please note that in your 

correspondence  

UPDATE RUMOR / REALITY 

Last month we discussed the rumor that Governor 

Brown was soliciting a list of names from each pris-

on for pardon/commutation consideration.  Since 

then we’ve received several letters from prisoners 

who assure us they’ve been told by counselors, 

administrative staff, housing officers, any number 

of ‘sources,’ that they’re on ‘the list.’ 

We even received inmate advisory council meeting 

minutes, noting ‘it was announced’ that the Gover-

nor was considering commutations and reminding 

everyone to send in their paperwork. When we 

reached our contacts in the Governor’s office with 

this news, the response we got was “Oh good 

grief!” 

We’ve continued to follow that rumor, and sources 

tell us the whole scenario may have been the re-

sult of an off-the-cuff remark by the Governor, per-

haps at a wardens’ meeting or other gathering.  

Brown has long been willing to consider applica-

tions for pardons and commutation of sentences, 

within reason.   

But there is no active, formal or informal program, 

no official ‘list’ and, most importantly, no promise 

that anyone or any certain number of prisoners 

would be accommodated.  For those inmates who 

have been told by wardens, counselors, other staff, 

that their name and been submitted on ‘the list,’ it 

could be true.  Someone might have sent your 

name to Sacramento for consideration. 

But~don’t pack your bags as yet.  Any considera-

tion of sentence change by the Governor involves 

a rather lengthy and intense process, not the least 

of which is an investigation and interview of the 

candidate by both CDCR and the Governor’s of-

fice.  Most likely any such action would not be a 

pardon, as pardons are available to those who 

have completed the sentence for their crime.   

According to the Governor’s website: “Individuals 

who have been convicted of a crime in California 

may apply to the Governor for a pardon.  A guber-

natorial pardon is an honor that may be granted to 

people who have demonstrated exemplary behav-

ior following their conviction.  A pardon will not be 

granted unless it has been earned.   Obtaining a 

pardon is a distinct achievement based upon proof 

of a productive and law‐abiding life following con-

viction.  Historically, governors have granted very 

few pardons. 

Applications generally will not be considered un-

less the applicant has been discharged from pro-

bation or parole for at least 10 years without further 

criminal activity during that period” (emphasis add-
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ed). 

What may be available to prisoners still in custody 

is not a pardon, but a possible commutation of sen-

tence.  Again, from the Governor’s website: 

“Inmates currently serving a sentence for a convic-

tion by the California Courts can petition to have 

their sentence reduced or eliminated by applying 

for a commutation of sentence.” 

And before you flood the Governor’s office with pe-

titions for commutation of sentence, understand 

that Gov. Brown is looking for exemplary individu-

als, who have stellar disciplinary and programming 

records.  As we noted last month, in this April’s 

commutations the Governor noted that those in-

mates who’s sentence he commuted were com-

mendable in virtually every aspect of their behavior 

and demeanor in prison.  Commutations are hard-

earned, not just available for the asking, or on the 

recommendation of staff. 

And while those things never hurt, also keep in 

mind the relative numbers.  Last year the Governor 

reversed 99 parole grants.  In April, he commuted 

the sentence of 7 lifers and LWOPs.  And while we 

hasten to point out Gov. Brown is reversing fewer 

grants than his predecessors and actually provid-

ing relief via commutation, the numbers still speak 

for themselves. 

So, keep your hopes up, keep programming in an 
exemplary fashion, and make sure that whenever a 
door of opportunity opens for you, via new legisla-
tion, new regulations, even unexpected interven-
tion, you are ready to push through that door of op-
portunity. But don’t count on ‘the list’ to be your 
ticket home.   
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And we try to answer all that we can.  Sometimes, however, there isn’t much we can say, the writer 

asks too much, or sometimes, the writer offers too much.  Way too much. 

We have information on a broad array of subjects, lifer and even general prison topic related.  And 

we’re happy to send that information out, when requested.  But we aren’t 1) your mama; 2) your at-

torney or 3) your girlfriend.  We’re happy to help, provide information and suggestions, but we didn’t 

take you to raise. 

Don’t ask us to do your research for you, look up or plead your case, figure out your sentence and/

or parole date, create your parole/relapse prevention plan, offer you a job or housing, find you a 

free attorney or private (and free) psychologist, figure out how Prop. 57 will (or won’t) impact you 

personally, find your long-lost family, send communication from you to others either on the outside 

or inside, contact your family or attorney (they can contact us), write support letters for you (really, 

we hardly know you!), or become your ‘special friend.’   And if some of those topics seem strange, 

they’re all culled from actual letters.   

And while one of the first things we ask, when trying to help a lifer, is what were you convicted of, 

how long a sentence and how long in.   Yes, we do want to know what your crime is, because that 

helps us determine many things, but, we don’t really care about the minute details.  We don’t judge 

one crime or prisoner against another, murder isn’t ‘better’ than kidnapping or third strikers.  The 

details of that long-ago event are not as probative, to us, as what you’re doing and who you are 

now.  But it often takes quite some time to read through all those details and comments, to get to 

the point of the communication. 

And frankly, to those who might have sex crime conviction, that doesn’t offend us; unless you de-

cide to ‘share’ all prurient details.  That we immediately recognize not as  someone asking for help, 

but someone trying to use us for vicarious thrills.  That does offend us.  And tells us you’re not 

ready to be released. 

Nor are we a pen pal service, and certainly none of our staff of volunteers is looking for a pen pal or 

anyone to adopt.  Don’t ask us personal questions, request pictures or visits.  Not gonna happen. 

Please be brief and on point in your questions and requests, and we’ll do our best to provide infor-

mation.  We’re all business; we hope you are too . 

LETTERS, WE GET LETTERS, WE GET SOOO 
MANY LETTERS  
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Inmates:  1 yr. $35;   2 yrs. $60;   3 yrs. $75   (or 5 books of stamps per yr.) 
Others:  1 yr. $99;    2 yrs. $180 
Back Issues:   $6   (or 20 stamps) each copy 
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